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Editor’s LETTER

W

hat does it mean to dedicate an issue
to the theme of ‘Every Body’?
Singaporean model turned
actress and positive psychology
coach, Sheila Sim, nails it when she says: “It is about
accepting and empowering every individual—
regardless of body, size and age.”
As a continuation of our Vogue Values—a
statement of principles, endorsed by all Vogue editors,
that includes championing creativity, instilling
optimism and standing for diversity—all 28 editions of
the title have united under the common theme of ‘Every
Body’ for the month of March to celebrate greater
representation in fashion.
It is not a flash-in-the-pan moment. Rather,
it’s an extension of the existing Vogue conversation
on how the industry can make more people feel seen
and heard.
However, as you can imagine, it’s also a
challenging task to create a cover—or in our case,
multiple covers—that accurately captures the spirit of
what we aim to achieve; namely, that fashion is, and
should be, for everyone.
From the get-go, we knew that our cover stars
needed to represent the local modelling scene and be
citizens or permanent residents of this great Lion City.
But we also wanted to challenge the status quo of what
it takes to be a ‘model’.
As such, across our four covers, we hope that
you will be inspired by the different faces and bodies
that provide a snapshot of the past, present and future
of Singapore.
In addition to industry stalwarts such as Zoe
Tay, Fann Wong and Sim, are iconic models from
yesteryear including Huda Ali Gan, Serena Adsit, and
ultimate ’90s It girl, Lum May Yee. Standing alongside
these legends are current top models such as Fiona
Fussi, the first model ambassador from Singapore to
represent L’Oreal Paris; Kaigin Yong, who can be seen
strutting down the runways of Armani, Balmain and
Margiela to name just a few; and Nandita Banna, Miss
Universe Singapore 2021 and the first Singaporean in
34 years to reach the semi-finals of the Miss Universe
pageant. “Representing my country is one of my
proudest achievements, but to be a brown woman
and to represent a country that doesn’t often see us as
beautiful—that was truly life-changing,” says Banna.
You will also recognise some familiar Vogue
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Singapore faces: our issue one cover star Diya
Prabhakar; Fahimah Thalib, the speech therapist
discovered by our creative producer Vanessa Caitlin
to be part of our now-viral launch video; and Fathima
Zohra, who shared her journey of self-love with Vogue
after becoming a quadriplegic as a result of a car
accident five years ago.
And for the future of the industry?
In another Singapore first, Vogue held an open
casting call with five of our country’s top modelling
agencies to find new faces as advocates for diversity,
acceptance and beauty. From 19-year-old student
Yasmine Ee (“Somebody else’s beauty does not take
away from my own”) and plus-sized Tara Ayathan
(“I want to inspire people who don’t fit the norm of
beauty to have more confidence in themselves”) to
the vivacious Rosalina Oktavia (“I hope that I can help
push inclusivity to the point that I am a model, not a
model with a disability”), meet these never-before-seen
faces captured by Zantz Han and styled by our fashion
director Desmond Lim in our cover story ‘As I am’
starting on page 140.
Beyond the cover story, get to know Simone
Ashley, our Miss Vogue this month, who stars in season
two of Bridgerton (page 80); discover a powerful ode
to womanhood in ‘The Divine Feminine’ shot by Alvin
Tang and conceptualised by our beauty director Alli
Sim (page 98); fall in love with regal headdresses and
ornate high jewellery (page 118); see the key looks of the
season as photographed by Yelena Yemchuk (page 178);
and unpack the body neutrality movement with Vogue
senior writer Chandreyee Ray (page 195).
It’s another style-packed March issue brimming
with stories designed to excite and enthral. But as
aptly shared by Yee, “Beauty is nothing if you don’t
have compassion, empathy and kindness.” And with
that, my heart’s desire is that this book, from cover to
cover, reminds you, me, us, that we, in and of ourselves,
are enough.
Enjoy the issue.

Norman Tan
Editor-in-Chief, Vogue Singapore

COVER 1
Clockwise from top left:
Kaigin Yong wears Prada
jacket, top, skirt, shorts
(worn under) and heels;
socks, stylist’s own
Sheila Sim wears Fendi
jacket, vest, pants and belt;
earrings, stylist’s own
Tara Ayathan wears Tod’s
bralette and briefs; Louis
Vuitton shoes
Lucas Jong wears Dior Men
pants; Prada socks and
shoes; top, stylist’s own
Rosalina Oktavia wears
Prada shorts and heels; top,
stylist’s own
Alyssha Hannah wears COS
top; Prada skirt and heels
COVER 2
Clockwise from top left:
Serena Adsit wears
Prada dress
Jane Chong wears
Prada dress
Nandita Banna wears
Valentino jacket, pants and
sandals; rings, stylist’s own
Fahima Thalib wears
Sportmax jacket
Natalie Dykes wears
Sportmax dress; Burberry
nose ring; top, stylist’s own
Fann Wong wears Max
Mara jacket;
Sportmax shoes
COVER 3
Clockwise from top left:
Fiona Fussi wears Burberry
trench coat and collar;
earrings and necklace,
stylist’s own
Srri Ramm wears Burberry
jacket, vest, shirt, tie
and pants
Noelle Woon wears
Burberry trench coat and
heels; earrings, her own
Luth Seah wears Burberry
top, apron and skirt
Huda Ali Gan wears
Burberry trench coat
and skirt
Alley Teo wears jeans and
earrings, stylist’s own
Lum May Yee wears
turtleneck and briefs,
stylist’s own; earrings,
her own
Sara May Garcia wears
bralette and briefs,
stylist’s own
COVER 4
Clockwise from top left:
Maya Menon wears Fendi
earrings; top and shorts,
stylist’s own
Diya Prabhakar wears Fendi
vest, pants and earrings
Yasmine Ee wears Fendi
top and earrings; briefs,
stylist’s own
Aimee Cheng-Bradshaw
wears Fendi jacket, vest,
bra, pants, earrings and belt
Fathima Zohra wears top,
leggings and earrings,
stylist’s own
Zoe Tay wears Fendi top,
skirt and earrings
Photographer Zantz Han
Stylist Desmond Lim
Creative producer
Vanessa Caitlin
Hair Marc Teng and Grego
using Keune Haircosmetics;
for Fann, Ryan Yap/Passion
Hair Salon; for Zoe, Gary
Low/Passion Hair Salon
Make-up Dollei Seah, Zhou
Aiyi and Lydia Thong/
Makeup Entourage using
Téviant; for Sheila and
Fann, Clarence Lee using
Clé de Peau Beauté;
for Zoe, Peter Khor using
MAC Cosmetics

lighthearted

“I feel so moved
when I witness how
clients fall in love
with themselves
after a session.”

See Min tries to
urge her clients
towards lifelong selfacceptance through
her designs.
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Photography HAZIRAH RAHIM Words ISABELLA LOK

ARTISTin RESIDENCE
With the body as her canvas, jagua artist Ng See Min inks a celebration of self-love
onto the skin. See her finished work for Vogue Singapore on the last page.

See Min’s artistic
style is a mix of
hyperrealism, remixed
pop culture and
Renaissance art.

I

feel like I manifested this,” says Ng See Min of
Henndrawn. The Singaporean body artist was
scrolling through her Instagram one day when she
chanced upon the profile of another artist who was
using jagua ink (derived from the fruit of a tree
indigenous to South America) to tattoo designs on her
own skin. This accidental find was a veritable life-changer for the
27-year-old. Ng entered the world of body art as an act of defiance
against her family’s intolerance for tattoos, but it soon developed
into a celebration of the body—a way for her and her clients to fall
back in love with themselves. As an artist who is more accustomed
to serving and fulfilling the needs of her clients, in this piece for
Vogue Singapore, she seeks to perform the opposite—by injecting
more of her personal voice into her creations. With self-love as the
overarching theme, she also imbues the notion that the ability to
love oneself does not come as easily and naturally to everyone.
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Photography RICHIE TALBOY
Fashion XANDER ANG
Saint Laurent by
Anthony Vaccarello
blazer, skirt, cuff
and shoes; Versace
earrings, necklace
and bag; prices
upon request

InVOGUE Trends
1.

8.

6.

7.

5.

2.

4.

3.

Editor’sPICKS
Embrace spring/summer 2022’s colourblocking trend with brightly
hued separates and accessories. Pro tip: the bolder the colours, the better.
Edit JASMINE ASHVINKUMAR
40

9.

14.
15.

12.

10.

11.
13.

1. Coperni top, $215 2. Max Mara skirt, $739 3. Dries Van Noten sandals, €535 4. Louis Vuitton Coussin PM bag, $5,400 5. Prada Cleo bag, $3,450
6. Chanel bracelet, price upon request 7. Eéra Lucy choker in white gold, 925 silver, enamel and diamonds, €1,824 8. Gentle Monster Bliss VC5 sunglasses, $396
9. Bottega Veneta pumps, $3,200 10. Bottega Veneta cuff, $8,200 11. Valentino Garavani One Stud bag, $4,360 12. Dorothee Schumacher pants, $409
13. JW Anderson Twister bag, $890 14. Jacquemus dress, $913 15. Burberry sunglasses, $430
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Alberta Ferreti dress;
Sportmax pants;
Chanel earrings;
Saint Laurent by
Anthony Vaccarello
cuff; Versace bangle
and shoes; prices
upon request

SENSE of
TOUCH
Amp your outfits up a notch by
exploring different textures—
from knitted separates to
beaded bags.

InVOGUE Trends
Dries Van Noten
sweater, $2,686,
and skirt, $1,660;
Eckhaus Latta
sweater dress, $705;
Chanel earrings;
Dolce&Gabbana
purse; Anna Sui
socks; Giorgio
Armani shoes;
prices upon request

Blumarine, Givenchy, Valentino

Bottega Veneta heels, $2,710

Cecilie Bahnsen jacket, $3,344

Chet Lo top, £405

Dries Van Noten bag, €1,190
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InVOGUE Trends
Moschino skirt suit
and shoes; Giorgio
Armani bag; Burberry
rings; prices
upon request

Balenciaga XX Flap small shoulder bag, $2,450

Chanel belt, price upon request

Miu Miu hair pins, $585

Versace jacket, $2,920
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Versace skirt, $1,160

Sportmax heels, price upon request

Michael Kors
Collection jacket,
$3,303, bandeau,
$795, and skirt, $1,308;
Chanel earrings, bag
and shoes; prices
upon request

Skirting
AROUND
Skirt suits are back with
a kitschy twist. Channel
a camp take on a classic with
bold prints and playful cuts.

Curtain
CALL
Take Grecian-inspired drapes
beyond dresses with
a statement-making selection
of co-ordinates, jumpsuits
and accessories.

THIS PAGE
Louis Vuitton dress
and boots, prices
upon request
FACING PAGE
Thom Browne top
and skirt; Emporio
Armani neck-piece;
Moschino shoes;
prices upon request

InVOGUE Trends

Loewe, Alaïa, Alberta Ferreti

JW Anderson dress, $970

Bottega Veneta heels, $2,000

Loewe ear cuff, price upon request

Loewe Goya long clutch chain bag, $3,200
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InVOGUE Trends
Chloé dress, $5,190,
and shell necklace,
price upon request;
Tory Burch boots,
price upon request

Jil Sander earrings, $745

Hermès sandals, $1,500

Saint Laurent by Anthony Vaccarello
sunglasses, $465

Prada hat, $1,270
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JW Anderson bag, $500

Bottega Veneta heels, $1,270

Anna Sui knit
cardigan, price
upon request,
crochet bikini set, $331,
T-shirt, $365, earrings,
$71, daisy chains bra,
$369, and daisy chains
belt, $316; Adam
Lippes hat, $1,062;
Chloé sandals, $1,260

ISLAND
Style
Whether by the sea or in
the city, emulate beachinspired flair with terrycloth
heels, maxi dresses and
shell necklaces.

Versace bandana
top, price upon
request; Givenchy
denim pants, $2,300,
and shoes, $1,200;
Chanel earrings,
choker and purse,
prices upon request

Hair, Tsuki/Streeters;
make-up, Olivia Barad;
casting, Ricky Michiels;
photographer’s assistant,
Sergio Avellaneda;
styling assistant, Victoria
Garcia; model, Mona
Matsuoka/IMG Models

Denim
DRIP
From work to the weekend,
these embroidered denim
separates and accessories promise
to sharpen every ensemble.

InVOGUE Trends
Dolce&Gabbana
T-shirt, bralette,
jeans, belt and
boots; Versace
earrings and
bangle; Chanel
necklace and
bracelets; Saint
Laurent by Anthony
Vaccarello cuff;
prices upon request

Fendi x Versace, Max Mara, Chanel

Ahluwalia jeans, £370

Huishan Zhang jacket, £1,150

Dior D-Joy bag, $6,000

Acne Studios heels,€590
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InVOGUE Designer
Prada coat and hat;
white T-shirt; Dries
Van Noten jeans;
CamperLab clogs

A Calm CHAOS
Meet the award-winning creative director of Camper and CamperLab,
Achilles Ion Gabriel, who’s melding Finnish austerity with Mediterranean charm.
Photography CLAIRE O’KEEFE Words MAYA MENON

E

llsworth Kelly’s use of colours, Constantin Brâncuși’s
pure sculptures and Anne Truitt’s simplicity—these are
some of the things that have shaped my aesthetic.” Behind
Camper’s simplicity and CamperLab’s surrealist designs
is Finnish fashion designer Achilles Ion Gabriel’s desire to create
tension between Nordic severity and Spanish chaos. Gabriel, who
was appointed the creative director of the Mallorca-based heritage
label and its sub-brand in 2020, has quickly summoned his vision
to life through a delectable assortment of footwear, from chunky
colourful boots to leather sabots—bold, playful and inherently silly.
The man behind the drawing board is just as multifaceted.
Having grown up in various small towns across the Finnish
countryside, Gabriel’s imagination steadily brewed. “My mother
was a gravestone sculptor, so we had a fake graveyard at home
instead of a backyard. My siblings and I would play video games,
52

hike, swim and drive snowmobiles. I was never bored and
everything felt magical,” he shares. An early interest in materials,
objects and spaces paved the way for Gabriel’s distinct design
savoir faire that we see today. “I loved how good leather felt or how
perfectly light would shine right through an Alvar Aalto building.
Slowly, this appreciation spread to other things in life, like fashion,”
he shares. “I still don’t care so much about things being in season
as much as I care about volume and how clothes fit.”
It’s easy to see glimmers of a young Gabriel in CamperLab’s
spring/summer 2022 collection, which was inspired by children’s
toys. Entirely unisex, the line boasts what the designer calls brutal
pieces, from cow-print boots to an upgraded version of the brand’s
hit Traktori shoe. As for who Gabriel imagines would be the
quintessential wearers of his creations? “Edina Monsoon, David
Attenborough or Tierra Whack.”

“Ellsworth Kelly’s use of
colours, Constantin Brâncuși’s
pure sculptures—these are
some of the things that have
shaped my aesthetic.”

Balenciaga suit

InVOGUE Trends
From left:
Alexander McQueen
spring/summer
2022; Louis Vuitton
spring/summer 2022;
Balenciaga spring/
summer 2022

TURN UP
the VOLUME
As we emerge from the age of body-con, the spring/summer 2022 runways
offered a contrasting—yet equally powerful—trend of larger-than-life silhouettes.
Here, Vogue Singapore delves into the unspoken value of volume.

T

he year was 1947. Fresh out of the professional
tutelage of Robert Piguet and Lucien Lelong, a
42-year-old Christian Dior presented his debut
haute couture collection at 30 Avenue Montaigne.
The excitement was palpable and the audience
distinguished. Ensemble by ensemble, the upand-coming couturier dismantled the utilitarian
overcast of the decades prior. In its place was a
hopeful promise of femininity through cinched waists, full skirts
and soft shoulders.
Upon seeing the collection, famed fashion editor, Carmel
Snow, uttered the term, New Look, in delight. It was clear that
Monsieur Dior’s vision was more than just about clothes. It was
also an audacious—and wildly challenged—interpretation of the
body and its proportions. With every dip, curve and angle was a
statement of decorum. The physique was his blank page and his
use of fabric was a narrative written with shape and volume.
Since then, the idea of femininity has taken many forms
within the realm of fashion. Shortly after the debut of the New
Look, the ’50s sparked a new-found freedom of choice, and women
no longer had to choose just one style of dress. Whether in a formfitting two-piece or a billowing smock, to show or hide one’s shape
had finally become an act of autonomy. Garments were beginning
to be used in ways that words could not.
This was the very spirit that infiltrated the spring/summer
2022 runways by way of Alexander McQueen, Balenciaga, Louis
Vuitton and JW Anderson. Nicolas Ghesquière’s showing at Louis
Vuitton was a reimagination of 19th-century corsetry and girded
dresses. His modern-day interpretation, however, seemed to
especially allude to the powerful female personalities associated
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with the maison. The most recent addition to this roster? Seasoned
Louis Vuitton campaign star Alicia Vikander, this time, in the
capacity of her role in HBO Max’s upcoming series, Irma Vep.
Ghesquière’s nod to this was apparent in the collection’s hyperangular skirts; large, triangular capes and boxy boots.
At Balenciaga, Demna Gvasalia’s play on volume toed the
line of comedy. A make-believe red carpet? Check. An unveiling
of The Simpsons/Balenciaga short film? Check. A roster of designs
that seemed to skilfully teeter between ostentatious and wearable?
Check. It was with the first look of the line-up that Gvasalia promptly
set the scene. As model Bronte Coates stepped out in an enormously
plumed lace gown, it seemed to reiterate the manic nature of
Hollywood simply by size alone—both glamorous and eccentric.
And at Alexander McQueen and JW Anderson, designs
of a subtler kind. Sarah Burton sought inspiration from the grey
skies of London, which resulted in white parka-dresses with large,
bunched sleeves. Other standout pieces included full skirts with
splatters of blue, as well as intricate embroidered crystals that
bridged sweaters with tent-like bodices.
JW Anderson’s quirkiness shone through the lens of
Juergen Teller, who shot and fronted the British designer’s spring/
summer 2022 campaign. While Teller posed in his underwear—
his message was body confidence, he shared—Anderson’s
designs conveyed the same idea in a different way. Standing atop
tyres in an abandoned car lot were models in mini dresses and coordinates. In hues of baby blue and chocolate brown, Anderson’s
take on the miniskirt took centre stage thanks to its unique
sideways sprawl.
This much was clear throughout all four collections: the
larger the silhouette, the bigger the vote of confidence.

COURTESY OF ALEXANDER MCQUEEN, BALENCIAGA,
JW ANDERSON AND LOUIS VUITTON

Words MAYA MENON

From plumed gowns
to tented skirts, spring/
summer 2022 was
all about stepping
out in unconventional
and attentiongrabbing shapes.

The larger the silhouette, the bigger the vote of confidence.
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InVOGUE Style

A New
DAWN

Step into a season of style and reverie
with Charles & Keith’s jubilant
spring 2022 collection, lensed by Vogue
Talent Prize winner, Jiajia Tan.
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hat do you get when a home-grown fashion institution
and up-and-coming photographer join forces? A fresh
take on fan-favourite trends, from floral motifs to
delicate pastels. After clinching first place in the inaugural run
of the Vogue Talent Prize in partnership with Charles & Keith,
Singaporean imagemaker Jiajia Tan captures the resplendence of
the brand’s spring 2022 collection.
Inspired by the concept of hope and new beginnings,
Charles & Keith’s latest line-up boasts a medley of playful bags
and footwear that take cues from the noughties. While the bold
Joss flatform sandals and bloom-emblazoned top handle bag
are made for maximalists, the understated Koa is a choice fit
as an everyday bag. Other eye-catching pieces include the Alex
tie-around sandals, canary yellow hobo bag and more. So, how
are you making your statement of joy today? Take your pick.

Photography JIAJIA TAN
Styling DESMOND LIM
Words MAYA MENON
THIS PAGE
Sean Sheila top and
Peggy Hartanto skirt
from SocietyA;
Charles & Keith tote
bag and sandals; tights,
stylist’s own
FACING PAGE
PH5 top from SocietyA;
Charles & Keith hobo
bag; tights, stylist’s own

InVOGUE Style

THIS PAGE
Sean Sheila top from
SocietyA; Charles &
Keith shoulder bag
FACING PAGE
Disaya shirt and shorts
from SocietyA;
Charles & Keith hobo
bag and sandals
Hair, Kenneth Ong using
Goldwell Hair Professional;
make-up, Zoel Tee
using Tom Ford Beauty;
manicure, Rebecca Chuang/
Fluttery Tips; model, Julia
Kim/Ave Management;
photographer’s assistants,
Cino Chee, Diana Pan
and Thandy Tan; stylist’s
assistant, Joey Tan; set
design, Buno Tan and
Endson Koh.
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InVOGUE Accessories

The EDIT

Step out in the most standout shoes of the season.
Photography CONOR CLINCH Styling BRIAN CONWAY
THIS PAGE Miu Miu kitten heels, $1,580 FACING PAGE Loewe sandals, $2,400
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THIS PAGE clockwise from top left: Versace sandals, price upon request; Balenciaga pumps, $1,390; Prada pumps, $1,910; Louis Vuitton sandals, $2,440
FACING PAGE Prada pumps, price upon request
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THIS PAGE Balenciaga shoes, $1,250
FACING PAGE Saint Laurent by Anthony Vaccarello pumps, price upon request
Edit, Jasmine Ashvinkumar; manicure, Jessica Thompson/Eighteen Management; set designer, Solène Riff;
executive producer, Chantelle-Shakila Tiagi/Tiagi Production; producer, Mica Kossakowska/Tiagi Production; production coordinator, Phoebe Asker/Tiagi Production;
photographer’s assistants, Matt Kelly and Sophie Evans; stylist’s assistants, Isabella Damazio and Yves Alawe; model, Sundal Roy/Body London.
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Photography CARLIJN JACOBS Styling MARIE-AMÉLIE SAUVÉ for Louis Vuitton

Defy time and gravity with Nicolas Ghesquière’s elaborate twist on structural jackets,
skirts and capes for Louis Vuitton’s spring/summer 2022 collection.

TAKE Form

InVOGUE Style

THIS PAGE
Louis Vuitton
cape, top, jumpsuit
and boots
FACING PAGE
Louis Vuitton top,
skirt, hat and boots
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Perfect casualmeets-theatrical by
way of puffer jackets
paired with silk
taffeta collars.
THIS AND
FACING PAGES
Louis Vuitton jacket,
collar, top, pants, belt
and boots
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Switch up your
silhouette with
Ghesquière’s
contemporary take on
19th century-inspired
girded dresses.
THIS PAGE
Louis Vuitton dress,
bra and panties
Up the ante with
a floor length cape
for the ultimate
statement-making
finishing touch.
FACING PAGE
Louis Vuitton cape,
collar, jumpsuit
and boots
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This season, it’s all
about the proportion
play. Try your hand at
it by layering pieces
that vary in length.
THIS AND
FACING PAGES
Louis Vuitton tailcoat,
top, pants and boots
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THIS PAGE
Louis Vuitton jacket,
collar, top and skirt
A maxi dress but
better: channel the
best of both worlds
with a glamorous take
on a bohemian classic.
FACING PAGE
Louis Vuitton dress,
bra, panties and boots
Models, Jade Nguyen/Elite,
Ida Heiner/Scoop Models,
Omowumni Shodeko/
Girl Management, Raelynn/
That Agency
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At EASE
Join personal shopper and style
enthusiast Xin Yao as she explores
Salvatore Ferragamo’s
dynamic yet dreamy designs.
Scan the QR code on this page to
see her appear in your space with
augmented reality.
Photography ZANTZ HAN
Styling DESMOND LIM
Words MAYA MENON

Scan the code to see
Yao in this outfit via
augmented reality.

C

lothes are designed to be worn
after all,” muses personal
shopper and management
trainee, Xin Yao. At just 27
years old, Yao—who moved to Singapore
from Tianjin, China, in 2003—has become
a sartorial savant of sorts, inspiring her
bevvy of online followers with a distinct
edgy-meets-ageless style.
In her wardrobe is a textural blend of
pieces that reflect her three dressing pillars:
timelessness, balance and effortlessness.
A quick scroll through her Instagram posts
will attest to this in the form of cashmere
separates offset with chunky boots and
turtlenecks paired with ornate stoles. It is
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clear that her affinity for elegance and ease
draws her to items. “I gravitate towards
pieces that are timeless and that I can get
multiple looks out of. It’s a way of being
environmentally friendly and investing
wisely.” And Salvatore Ferragamo’s spring/
summer 2022 collection offers just that.
The Italian luxury maison has
established a loyal following for its
artisanal shoes since its conception in 1927.
This statement-making power now extends
to the house’s ready-to-wear, too. “If I had to
name one brand that is classy, elegant and
dreamy, it is certainly Salvatore Ferragamo.
I love that their designs are practical and
that their pieces can be interchanged. It is in

line with how I dress.” And it’s no wonder.
At the hands of design director Guillaume
Meilland, Salvatore Ferragamo’s spring/
summer 2022 collection draws from a
myriad of references that are as unique as
Yao—from Luis Buñuel’s film That Obscure
Object of Desire to the maison’s archive.
As for the ensemble Yao resonated
with the most on our shoot? Salvatore
Ferragamo’s blouse and boots paired with
flared jeans. And as for the item she’d like to
incorporate into her wardrobe? An all-black
Salvatore Ferragamo skirt with tassels.
“This outfit made me feel like a black swan.
I can picture how I would play around with
it and create different looks.”

THIS PAGE
COS turtleneck
sweater; Comme des
Garçon vest; Salvatore
Ferragamo skirt;
Bottega Veneta shoes;
earrings, Yao’s own
FACING PAGE
Give the turtleneck and
jacket combination
a playful twist with
structured shorts and
a statement bag.
Salvatore Ferragamo
jacket, shorts and
bag; H&M turtleneck;
earrings, Yao’s own

InVOGUE W[ar]drobe

InVOGUE W[ar]drobe

THIS PAGE
COS turtleneck
sweater; Salvatore
Ferragamo dress and
bag; AWAKE Mode
shoes; earrings,
Yao’s own
FACING PAGE
It’s all about the
relaxed yet elevated
fit this season. Pair
flared jeans with a
billowing blouse and
eye-catching shoes for
maximum impact
and comfort.
Salvatore Ferragamo
blouse and boots;
Lukewarmpeople
jeans; earrings and
necklace, Yao’s own
Hair and make-up, Marc
Teng; styling assistant,
Victor Tan; location,
Baroque House.

TAKINGthe LEAD
Meet Simone Ashley, the British-Indian breakout star and leading lady of Netflix’s Bridgerton.
Photography PAUL SCALA Styling FABIO IMMEDIATO Words MAYA MENON

MissVOGUE

Philosophy di Lorenzo
Serafini blouse, bra
and pants

MissVOGUE

“Kate’s a go-getter. She will speed right ahead,
but she’s also smart and admirably strategic. I’d like
to think I can be like that as well.”

T

his year has been wild,” shares Simone Ashley. This
epiphany crops up midway through our conversation on
a cold, London morning. I concur. It’s been an undeniable
season of metamorphosis for the British-Indian actress
who first piqued the interest of viewers as Olivia Hanan in Laurie
Nunn’s comedy-drama Netflix series, Sex Education. Today, the
27-year-old finds herself in the middle of another brewing swarm
of excitement for her impending debut on season two of one of
Netflix’s most-watched shows to date: period drama Bridgerton.
Created and produced by megastar duo Chris Van Dusen and
Shonda Rhimes, the verdict on Ashley’s casting has long been out:
there’s a new girl in town and she’s one to watch.
Born in Camberley, Surrey, Ashley’s sights were set on her
strengths from the get-go. Unfazed by the academic trajectory of
her family, she honed in on classical singing, piano and musical
theatre. “I was the only non-academic in my family. Music, film,
photography and art were my fortes. My family has always been
incredibly helpful and supportive.” Citing film-maker Quentin
Tarantino as one of her earliest influences, the budding multihyphenate and alumni of Redroofs School for the Performing Arts
looked to luminaries like Uma Thurman, Leonardo DiCaprio and
Mark Wahlberg for inspiration as well. “I was quite in touch with
my imagination,” she adds.
It’s this very spirit that’s lingered throughout the course
of Ashley’s career. Her Rolodex of on-screen experiences include
heavyweight and varied titles such as the BAFTA-winning crime
series Broadchurch, fantasy teen drama Wolfblood and perhaps
most unexpectedly, the animated-meets-reality movie Pokémon
Detective Pikachu.
The raucous 2019 hit, Sex Education, however, quickly
proved to be the budding actress’s magnum opus. Cast as onefourth of The Untouchables—a clique of popular students who
attend the fictional Moordale secondary school—Ashley’s
portrayal of Olivia Hanan served as a refreshing yet subtle
rejection of South Asian stereotypes. Strikingly good-looking,
vain and relentlessly savage, Olivia was a layered—yet, perhaps
unintentional—parallel to the nerdy archetype often reserved for
Asian characters. To viewers at home, the show’s sex positivity
and diversity served as a reaffirmation of true representation.
To Ashley, it was a solidification of her dedication to her art. “Sex
Education was life-changing. I’m so grateful for that show. I learnt
so much in my craft and as a person. It was such a joy.”
When asked about the turn in the road that led to being
cast as leading lady Kate Sharma in season two of Shondaland’s
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Bridgerton, Ashley breaks into a soft smile. “It kind of all happened
incredibly quickly. Season one came out on Christmas day in 2020
and they were already casting for season two immediately. I got a
few messages to put myself on tape and then as the days went on I
met with Jonathan Bailey and we had our chemistry read. I later got
a call saying that I got the role.”
For the uninitiated: Bridgerton is American producer
Rhimes’—of Grey’s Anatomy fame—debut Netflix project and takes
its inspiration from romance novelist Julia Quinn’s eight-volume
series. The show follows the Bridgerton family as they navigate
the highs and lows of Regency-era London. What ensues is a
tantalising blend of beautiful debutantes, extravagant balls and
steamy affairs, set to the inimitable narration of Julie Andrews.
Described as the coming together of Gossip Girl and Pride and
Prejudice, Bridgerton won viewers over with its diverse approach
to casting and dynamic portrayal of an era long past. Pivotal
characters such as the revered Queen Charlotte, the dashing Duke
of Hastings and the charming Marina Thompson were portrayed
by minority actors—Golda Rosheuvel, Regé-Jean Page and Ruby
Barker, respectively. This decision, creator Van Dusen shares, was
made to delve into the show’s element of fantasy. “We wanted to
create a show with real people in real-life situations that everyone
could relate to. That’s what we want to see in storytelling. I hope that
there are more shows—and there have been—after this one, where
we can meet these characters in worlds that we never thought we
could live in,” adds Ashley.
And Kate is exactly one of these characters. Described by
Ashley as “fierce, opinionated and brave”, viewers are set to meet
her for the first time alongside her younger sister Edwina, portrayed
by British actress Charithra Chandran. New to London, the Sharma
family is focused on finding a partner for Edwina, but the bubbling
romance between Anthony and Kate makes for the main plot line.
Reflecting on her character, Ashley shares: “Kate’s a go-getter. She
will speed right ahead, but she’s also smart and admirably strategic.
I’d like to think I can be like that as well.” She adds: “It was such a
physical process getting into her mindset as she’s incredibly fierce,
sporty, competitive and brave. To represent that I had to put it into
action. I was in horse-riding training a lot which was so much fun.”
While the world waits with bated breath for the premiere
of season two on 25 March, Ashley is just beginning to bask in
the cultural resonance of the show, post-shooting. And while
she remains tight-lipped about any upcoming plans, as Lady
Whistledown would say, this leading lady is a diamond of the
first water.

Dolce&Gabbana dress
and shorts
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THIS PAGE
Versace dress
and shoes
FACING PAGE
Schiaparelli bodysuit
and jacket
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THIS PAGE
Fendi jacket
and pants
FACING PAGE
Saint Laurent
by Anthony
Vaccarello bodysuit
Hair, Daniel Martin;
make-up, Alex Babsky;
manicure, Nickie
Rhodes-Hill;
production, Emily Lord.
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BEAUTY Director’s Cut
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LET’S get PHYSICAL
Get fighting fit with these elevated exercise essentials.
Words ALLI SIM
1. Apple Watch Series 7,
from $599
Gauge your blood oxygen levels, get an
ECG reading on-the-go or even pause for
a mindful moment—it’s all possible with
the Apple Watch Series 7. And because
recovery is every bit as essential as closing
those workout rings, this handy holistic
health coach on your wrist tracks your
sleep and encourages better sleep hygiene.
2. Band of Sisters White
Terrazzo Fabric Booty Band
Exercise Band, $27.90
Train in style with this medium-intensity
resistance band. From squats to donkey
kicks and more, this machine-washable
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non-slip band will help you feel the burn as
you work out those glutes, thighs and quads.
3. Bala Beam, $149
Available in 6.8kg and 11.5kg weights,
Bala’s sculptural design offers a workout
that’s focused on concentrated and
compound movements. Its uber aesthetic
yet functional design means you can press,
row, curl and squat your way to better
balance, strength, endurance and tone.
4. Pent Lova Luxury Kettlebell
with Solid Wood Stand, US$552
Move over neoprene weights, elevated
fitness tools are here to stay with Pent.
No luxe home gym should be without this

series of objet d’art kettlebells. Made of
American oiled walnut wood and fixed
steel, the weights come in stainless steel
or bronze, with handles in either natural
walnut or black ash wood.
5. lululemon Release and
Recover Ball Set, $48
Feeling tight and tense after your workout
or a day spent at your desk? These dense
foam and rubber-blend balls can help to
target and melt tension in hardworking
muscles. Use the large ball to hone in on
the glutes, quads and lats; the medium ball
for areas such as the back of the neck and
shoulders as well as calves; and the small
ball to soothe forearms and feet.

Muse
2.
3.
1.

4.
4.

5.
8.
8.
6.
7.

SAHUR SALEIM
A real force of beauty at 24, this Singaporean artist, influencer and entrepreneur has kept her
300,000 followers engaged with her bubbly brand of make-up artistry, honest acne journey,
curvy girl style, and an inside look at launching and running Sahur’s Art.

IMAGES: SAHUR SALEIM; GETTY

Collage SAMANTHA LEK Words DANA KOH
1. Bodycare essentials Glow Recipe Watermelon Glow Pink Dream Body Cream, $43 for 240ml and Kopari Coconut Oil Gardenia deodorant, $25. “The
deodorant is so good; I must’ve gone through 10 in the last few years. And Glow Recipe’s body cream is so lovely.” 2. Boldest beauty look “Too many to count,
but a classic one is black lipstick—so underrated. I used the Kylie Cosmetics Black Lip Kit.” 3. Best hair tool Dyson Corrale, $699. “It’s the best straightener
ever—cordless, compact and so much more effective than anything with less heat.” 4. Skincare ritual “Hydration, hydration, hydration! My dry dehydrated
skin needs it.” Clinique’s Dramatically Different Moisturising Gel, $60 for 125ml, and Biossance’s Squalane + Omega Repair Cream, $85 for 50ml. 5. Make-up
must-haves Anastasia Beverly Hills’ Lash Brag, $42, and Pat McGrath Labs’ FetishEyes, $46. 6. Holy grail product Sahur’s Art Glazed Crème in 1908,
$23. “Whenever I run out, I order a new one online because it’s faster than making warehouse trips. I trust it because I formulated it with a lot of love and care.”
7. Favourite skincare product Fresh Lotus Rescue Mask, $105 for 100ml. “It’s a game changer for skin with uneven tones like mine.” 8. Top runway look
Schiaparelli spring/summer 2022 9. Self-care practice “Completely disappearing from Instagram for a few days.” 10. Wellness mantra “Progress not
perfection.” 11. Fitness goals “More strength training—I can hit three sessions most weeks but five is so hard!” 12. Mental health reminder “I deserve
the love and kindness I give to others.”
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BEAUTY Trends
1. Blemish be gone
KVD Beauty’s TikTok viral foundation, Good Apple Lightweight
Full-Coverage Concealer, $43, is now available as a long-wearing
concealer. Its antioxidant-rich formula containing apple extract
and ultra-concentrate InterLace Pigments help to keep your skin
smooth and hydrated while minimising the look of blemishes and
dark circles. It also corrects discolouration. To get the most out
of spot concealing, let the product sit on the skin for 30 seconds
before blending it out with a damp beauty sponge or small brush.
2. Get sculpted
Serve endless face with the help of Patrick Ta, brand founder
and celebrity make-up artist to stars like Ariana Grande, Kim
Kardashian, Adriana Lima and Olivia Munn. His signature looks
accentuate one’s features with the perfect balance of contour,
highlights and flesh-toned shades, and a good product to start off
with is the Major Sculpt Creme Contour & Powder Bronzer Duo, $58.
This buildable, blendable pair adds depth and dimension both
naturally and dramatically, leaving miens seamlessly chiselled,
especially when applied with the Major Sculpt Contour Brush.

2.

1.

4.

3. Make an XXL impact
Lift, lengthen and curl with Byredo’s Astronomical Mascara, $74.
The volumising vegan formula and silicone bristles help offer
lacklustre lashes a boost. Made with 91 percent natural ingredients,
it’s Byredo’s cleanest mascara yet.

3.

4. Supercharged base
Dior Forever, the brand’s first high-coverage foundation line, has
gotten an upgrade after 15 years of icon status. The evolved formula
boasts no-transfer, life-proof wear in the sense that it remains like
a second skin even when faced with heat, humidity and factors
of fatigue, featuring double the concentration of floral extracts
that combat inflammation, preserve hydration and supports
oxygenation within the skin while also helping to protect against
blue light damage. Dior Forever, $94, comes in both a matte finish
and Skin Glow luminous one, both of which have skin-soothing,
radiance-boosting and texture-refining properties.
5. Fresh eyes
Fortify the fragile eye zone with Aesop’s Exalted Eye Serum, $145.
Enriched with vitamins B3, B5, C and E, they synergistically work
with humectants such as panthenol and other botanicals to combat
dull, patchy skin exacerbated by stress, pollution and dehydrating
environments such as air-conditioned rooms or airplanes.

6.
5.

The BEAUTY DESK
Zoom in on these complexion-rejuvenating elixirs and celebrity-approved make-up
products for healthy, glowing and sculpted-to-the-gods skin.
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EDIT: DANA KOH AND ALLI SIM

6. Gentle renewal
Retinol has a bad reputation for being sensitising and yet remains
a holy grail ingredient for reducing fine lines, stimulating collagen
production and clarifying skin tones. Finding that sweet spot
between the two is Drunk Elephant’s A-Gloei Maretinol Oil, $105.
This vegan retinol elixir ensures high efficacy without causing
any unpleasant inflammation or irritation, thanks to the infusion
of antioxidant- and omega-rich virgin marula oil that richly
replenishes moisture while soothing and supporting skin renewal.
The result is a healthy glow that’s restored from the inside out.

Swatched

Cushion for
IMPACT
Get coverage and convenience
on-the-go with these highperformance cushion foundations.
1.

Photography and styling STUDIO OOOZE
Words ALLI SIM

2.

3.

4.

5.

1. Dior Forever Perfect Cushion New Look, $105
2. MAC Lightful C + Coral Grass SPF 50 Quick Finish Cushion Compact, $69
3. Tom Ford Beauty Shade and Illuminate Soft Radiance Foundation SPF 45 Cushion Compact, $202
4. Hera Black Cushion Foundation, $75
5. Gucci Cushion de Beauté Flawless Coverage Cushion Foundation, $102
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BEAUTY Wellness

First conceptualised
along the shores of Lake
Geneva, La Prairie has
evolved into a brand
of boundary-breaking
beauty, innovation,
art and skinrejuvenating luxury.

The SCIENCE of LUXURY
Born from serene Swiss landscapes and driven by a scientific quest to
shape life’s tempo, La Prairie has made time its pursuit.
Words M SHUYING

M

any of the world’s most iconic moments
and creations started with a simple dream.
While walking along the shores of Lake
Geneva and surrounded by the silence of
ageless mountains, the young doctor Paul
Niehans dreamed of unlocking the secret
of time.
In a stroke of brilliance, Dr Niehans
realised that one could use fresh cells to repair damaged ones—
regenerating like with like. After experimenting tirelessly in his
laboratory, he discovered cellular therapy. By injecting fresh cells
into weakened organs, you could spark the process of revitalisation
and regeneration.
From his simple dream an even bigger vision was created:
to not only add years to life, but to add life to years. From this
discovery, more than 5,000 patients would benefit from Dr
Niehans’ treatments and his works on cellular therapy were
published, bringing him critical acclaim.
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Products of nature
After achieving success, the good doctor decided to open Clinique
La Prairie in a secluded location known to only a select few.
However, when he successfully treated the critically ill Pope
Pius XII in 1954, and was named by the Pope as a Member of the
Pontifical Academy of Sciences the year after, Dr Niehans moved
even more into the world’s spotlight.
Heads of state, royalty and celebrities were soon flocking
to his once secret clinic, marking a new era for the establishment.
Yet it was the artists for whom he felt the most kinship, and the
establishment soon became a hub of artistic effervescence. But
despite the intense popularity and fame, the clinic was able to
retain its strict standards of discretion and exclusivity.
From beauty to a brand
After his death in 1971, Dr Niehans left to his successors at Clinique
La Prairie a treasure trove of unique medical knowledge and
discoveries, one of which was a topical cream offered to clients as

“What I am striving after
is not only to give more
years to life, but also to give
more life to years.”
Clinique La Prairie,
where only a privileged
few have access to its
confidential location.

they left the clinic. A complete regimen was then created from this
one product and the skincare House of La Prairie was born.
The formulas of the products were directly inspired by
Dr Niehans’ work, with a proprietary cellular extract made with
stabilised fresh cells. This would become what is now known as
the first generation of La Prairie’s Exclusive Cellular Complex, its
signature ingredient.
Continuing this tradition of searching for the fountain of
youth, La Prairie’s scientists soon turned to the other nucleus of
life: the egg. And there was no better place to start than with caviar,
a symbol of sophistication. Extremely rich in nutrients beneficial
to the complexion, it became the iconic ingredient in the healing
and pampering Skin Caviar Collection in 1987. Believing that the
best things in life are worth the wait, it is after nearly 20 years that
La Prairie releases its next icon. Inspired by the wonders of nature,
rare platinum is discovered to enhance the rejuvenating powers of
the Exclusive Cellular Complex. From this, the Radiance collection
was launched in 2006 and shortly thereafter, the Platinum Rare
Cellular Cream.
Taking important cues from its founder’s legacy of
innovation, each item La Prairie creates is the result of years of
scientific research married with the most sublime of sensorial
experiences. The user experiences beauty from start to finish,
from the elegant vessels the creams are housed in to the sensual
scents that envelope them as they apply the product.
In fact, La Prairie is so committed to the artistry of beauty
that it continues to forge new relationships with the art world by
supporting and collaborating with art fairs, cultural institutions,
established artists and emerging talents. It has established
partnerships with not only Art Basel, but also Shanghai’s West
Bund Art & Design Fair and Frieze Art Fairs as well.
However, to the brand, art is not only about aesthetics, it
is also about nature and preserving its beauty. In 2021, La Prairie
began a long-term partnership with the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology in Zurich to help protect the glaciers of Switzerland
and beyond.

Dr Paul Niehans,
founder of La Prairie.

Where science meets
art: 90 years of La
Prairie’s elevated
approach to Swiss
cellular science is
encapsulated in these
iconic products.

Continuing the dream
Our eyes are the windows to our soul. In the same way, a brand’s
logo is the reflection of its spirit and reflects its values, story,
heritage and evolution. La Prairie’s logo is inspired by the Clinique
La Prairie of the 1930s, with streamlined capitals and an original
typography inspired by the art deco movement that was the
leading aesthetic of the time. In the 1970s, the logo evolved into
Helvetica Neue, which was created in Zurich by typeface designer
Max Miedinger. The font is a symbol of cutting-edge Swiss design.
La Prairie has chosen to celebrate its Swiss heritage in the
latest reiteration of its logo, by taking inspiration from Helvetica
Neue, reimagined for the modern world. The design is sharper, more
architectural and easier to read. A perfect reflection of our time.
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BLINDSIDED by
my BODY
We think we know everything there is to know about our bodies until calamity strikes.
Here’s how these women came to trust their bodies again after trauma.
Words ALLI SIM

I

s my body a temple or a tomb? It’s 4.58am and
I am miscarrying for the second time in a year. I
place my hands on my belly in a bid to slow down
the searing disappointment coursing through
my body. Having walked this road before, I
know I’m prone to ‘grief brain’, where cognition,
concentration and memory take a hit. Basic words
like ‘toothpaste’, ‘bottle’ and ‘there’ evaporate midsentence. I am furious at myself for it.
One moment you’re in the throes of pregnancy, and next
your womb has gone silent. And with death, all the hopes and
dreams you had.
“This,” my colleague Michelle said, arms waving about
the office after my first loss, “must all seem like such crap to you.”
Absolutely, I breathed, feeling strangely seen. On the outside, it
was business as usual. Internally, my world was being rearranged
within me.
According to Professor Lesley Regan in Miscarriage:
What Every Woman Needs to Know, around 80 to 90 percent of
miscarriages are caused by chromosomal abnormalities in the
foetus. “In humans there must be an important mechanism in the
mother’s uterus that helps to limit her investing in the growth of
embryos that are genetically and developmentally compromised,”
Regan recognises.
It’s curious that a mother’s body silently, in spite of her
heart, may determine that a foetus is chromosomally incompatible
to life. And while we know that birthing a child with genetic
abnormalities is arguably not in the best interests of the child,
a part of my spirit is still aghast that my body on a cellular level,
tyrannically—naturally—decided for me.
Which brings me to wonder and worry about us women
collectively. How many times have our bodies tried to warn us
of something amiss within? What about when our bodies feel
perfectly fine one day only to blindside us with a devastating
condition the next? Of all the profound things our bodies do even
without our awareness, how do we cope and heal when things
happen to—and within—us?
When life has other plans
Singaporean finance professional Liew Weylin found herself in the
chemotherapy chair four days after she was suddenly diagnosed
with breast cancer at 33.
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Like someone tasked to fix a plane while flying it,
processing her new-found fear while pinballing from one
oncologist to another made for turbulent times.
“You’re so frozen and numb from the onslaught of bad
news that you don’t even know what to fear,” Liew, now aged 40,
explains. “When everything changes, you almost develop a PhD in
this terrible thing that you never wanted to study but find yourself
a victim of. You go through this week where your entire life falls
apart very swiftly. Each day brings worse news and uncertainty. I
had ricocheted from the frying pan into the fire and was feeling a
lot of grief, sorrow, an incredible amount of fear and regret.”
If loved ones were cheering you on before, just wait,
because the ‘rah-rah’, as Liew describes it, dies down. Once your
treatment progresses and supportive friends feel exhausted with
caregiver burnout, it can feel as if you’re well and truly alone. As
chemotherapy takes effect and your body begins to fail, loneliness
and fear then peaks two to three months in “when you can no
longer rely on your body faculties and you start to get scary
experiences, either tachycardia (where your heart rate stays up for
a long time) or another friend’s instance where she blacked out and
fell”, shares Liew. “Those are things that give you PTSD after that
and you’ll end up limiting yourself because you don’t want to put
yourself in danger.”
What trauma does to the body
In The Body Keeps Score, Bessel van der Kolk writes that recovery
can’t begin until one becomes familiar with and befriends the
sensations in their bodies. “Being frightened means that you live
in a body that is always on guard. Angry people live in angry
bodies. The bodies of child-abuse victims are tense and defensive
until they find a way to relax and feel safe. In order to change,
people need to become aware of their sensations and the way that
their bodies interact with the world around them. Physical selfawareness is the first step in releasing the tyranny of the past.”
This feeling of being ‘always on’ is described by
psychologists as hypervigilance. It’s exhausting for a body to live
on high alert, steeled against every potential threat or trigger.
Eugenia Yee, a psychologist at National University
Hospital’s department of psychological medicine says: “It is
common for people to experience some psychological distress,
including fear, somatic symptoms and sleeping disturbances
immediately after experiencing a traumatic event.”

This useful survival technique, Yee explains, is the body’s
way of protecting a person from experiencing a similar harrowing
or dangerous experience in the future.
However, Yee cautions, if a person’s psychological distress
persists, “they can face difficulties processing the traumatic event
and their bodies continue to respond as if they were still in the
dangerous situation. These individuals may struggle to experience
positive emotions, avoid situations and people, and feel as if
they are still stuck in the traumatic event. The body remains in a
heightened state of arousal, constantly looking out for danger.”
Liwen Zhang, a 31-year-old advertising manager, still reels
from the aftermath of leaving a toxic workplace where stress—
both chronic and acute—triggered an irregular, racing heartbeat
alongside terrifying palpitations.
“My body broke down; mentally it was just a living
nightmare,” says Zhang, a once conscientious employee until
her health was pushed to the brink by bullying and hostile team
dynamics. Before even getting out of bed, her heart raced as if
she ran a marathon. “I thought it was a stress-related anxiety
attack and saw a cardiologist as my heart rate just wouldn’t
slow.” Constantly pounding at a dangerous 140bpm, Zhang was
diagnosed with hyperthyroidism, with her cardiologist sharing
that her body was on the verge of a thyroid storm—“a potentially
life threatening complication of hyperthyroidism”.
Zhang says her metabolism went crazy and despite eating
a lot more than usual, she lost 10 percent of her weight. It also had a
domino effect on her cognitive processing.
“I had brain fog and had difficulty
remembering things. This was especially
scary as I typically have quite a decent
memory. I felt anxious. My brain would
not switch off and it was hard to find true
rest,” says Zhang, who then sought the help
of an endocrinologist to help rebalance
her hormones.

Speaking of messy, Yee shares that trauma is often
accompanied by feelings of shame, which explains why
it’s unsurprising for people who have undergone traumatic
experiences to find it difficult to talk about their emotions. Take
the general shroud of silence around pregnancy loss or domestic
violence, for instance. “This also means that there are fewer
opportunities to process the trauma and build a stronger sense
of control,” says Yee. “The body continues to be on high alert and
remains stuck in the survival mode, which can be emotionally and
mentally exhausting.”
If you’re finding it hard to open up about your journey,
know that everyone has their own timeline. “Trauma can lead
to avoidance of people, places and activities. Take baby steps to
reconnect with the things that are meaningful to you—spending
time with loved ones, going to places you enjoy, engaging in your
pastimes and hobbies,” says Yee. She also recommends seeking
help from a “mental health professional who can provide a suitable
evidence-based treatment to help you work through your traumatic
experience” when you’re ready.
Feeling safe in your body again involves much more than
doctor’s visits and therapy. For some, it can also mean ruthlessly
editing your life and letting go of what no longer serves you.
As Zhang wasn’t able to immediately quit her toxic
workplace, she sought ways to lessen interactions with her coworkers. This distance buffered negative situations that arose and
offered her the space she needed to process and deal with events
objectively. She then began practising yoga
and leading a healthier lifestyle, paying
more attention to her mental health. “If you
feel like something’s off, see a doctor—
don’t wait and try to deal with it in hopes
that whatever symptoms you have might
disappear.” Zhang’s mindful approach
included self-care days, surrounding
herself with an “amazing support system”
and prayer before she eventually gained
the courage to leave after realising things
wouldn’t change or improve. “I reframed
my mindset and learnt to see that leaving
was not losing. Instead, I was proactively
taking steps to better my environment
and situation.”
Yee shares that the key lies in acknowledging and
making room for your difficult emotions as they arise. “Ground
yourself and come back to the present moment, rather than
staying stuck in the memories associated with the trauma.
Engage your five senses using the 54321 method—name five
things you can see, four things you can touch, three things
you can hear, two things you can smell and one thing you
can taste. Go to a safe space (be it physical or imaginary) and
remind yourself that you are safe here and nothing can hurt you.”
Will you ever come to feel at peace or less adversarial with
your body again? “Maybe you’ll come to a level of acceptance.
Denial is not a terrible thing. Paranoia is not a terrible thing—if
controlled, it probably makes you a better parent. Feeling like only
what happens now is valid, it’s not a terrible thing in so far as it
leads you to lead a more experiential life,” Liew muses. “Making
new memories because you can’t remember the past is not a
terrible thing. There’s an emotional, psychological reckoning that
goes with that physical recovery.”
“I look back and think, ‘Maybe you never get to a point where
you fully reconcile what has happened to your body and mind
and your experience, but you get to the point where you own your
story’,” says Liew. “And maybe that’s the most important part.”

“Being frightened
means that you live
in a body that is
always on guard.
Angry people live in
angry bodies.”

Regaining body agency
After survival comes the task of reestablishing ownership of your mind,
body and self. “There are so many aspects
to learning how to trust your body again,”
notes Liew after the decision to undergo a
double mastectomy. “My whole world was cancer, cancer, cancer.
And at that age, who wants to talk about that with you? I realise
that very few people can sit with ‘sad’ and grief. Either people don’t
know what to say or other people process your reality faster than
you do.”
“I have said to many women that it takes one year to heal
your body and three years to heal your mind. And I do stand by
that,” Liew affirms. “Even so far as trusting your body again, will
you ever walk into an examination believing truly that you will be
fine? I’m now six to seven years out of diagnosis and I generally
walk in feeling nothing but that there will be ‘scanxiety’.”
“Even then the healing process is very dynamic,” continues
Liew, addressing the complex recovery journey for young cancer
survivors specifically. “There’s the physical recovery of your
body—not just scars but aches and pains. It’s a mental recovery
as much as it is physical. Many younger women have yet to make
decisions about dating relationships, fertility, career, family;
these are then all impacted by disease. Slightly older women
who go through this with responsibilities to their young families:
it’s really hard too... as much as it makes you pull yourself
up for the sake of others, it means you delay processing your
own emotions. And it comes in ways that can be very messy.”
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SurpassYOURSELF
The gains of exercise aren’t just about getting physically fit—these trending
and time-honoured programmes prove that breaking a sweat can elevate mental states,
hone inner strength, optimise recovery and transform lives with impact.
Words DANA KOH

D

on’t know about yours, but my
entire neighbourhood became
joggers in 2020. Everyone was
looking for an outlet—a safe,
sweat-breaking activity to
release all that pent-up energy
and anxiety or to ward off claustrophobia,
cabin fever and the chaos of being trapped
at home.
But what was once a need to escape
has evolved into the deep desire to elevate.
Significant moves are being made not
just physically but mentally, emotionally
and metabolically, with many investing
more time and effort into transforming
themselves—and the active self-care
needed to take things to the next level.
This burgeoning demand has led to an
influx of freshly minted fitness and trendy
wellness programmes across the city. It
has also shone a fresh light on established,
under-the-radar workouts that have been
upgrading lives and helping individuals
achieve their health goals for decades.
Your body, your gym
Mention the words ‘bodyweight exercises’
and flashbacks to pre-gym workouts come
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to mind—like basic military training or
doing push- and pull-ups in school. But
mention ‘calisthenics’, known as kalos
sthenos or ‘beautiful strength’ to the
Spartans, and suddenly everyone is hyped.
The impetus for this fuss-free, homefriendly workout spiked during lockdown,
what with the only equipment needed being
your own body weight, gravity and well, lots
(and lots) of self-motivation. As opposed
to training with machines or dumb-bells,
body resistance exercises engage specific
muscles at a time, emulating a natural,
controlled course of movement that not
only improves muscle endurance and
builds a lean, athletic physique, but also
hones bona fide human power—versus
bulk—while improving joint mobility from
a sports medicine perspective. A personal
trainer at Level, Kenneth Seow, explains:
“Each exercise has its regression and
progression which allows for anyone to
do it just about anywhere. And everyone
who attends class has their own goal—it
can range from something as simple as
improving their push-ups to members who
are already strong and want to muscle up
but don’t understand why they aren’t able

to achieve it. I then help them with their
technique and body awareness as it’s not
just all about brute strength.”
Cycling for the psyche
Over the last two years, we’ve witnessed
possibly the greatest bicycling boom of
our generation. Beyond cycling for obvious
reasons like staying fit, many turned to
two-wheeling as an outlet during the
pandemic, sparking a ‘psychling’ ridership
that’s seen individuals harness the sport
as a form of psychological relief. Because
of its regular, repetitive motions, cycling
is proven to have a relaxing effect on the
brain, on top of its multiple benefits for the
body like increased stamina, joint mobility
and decreased body fat levels.
This greatly influenced a surge
in indoor spin classes—from Asia-leader
Absolute Cycle and CruCyle that launched
its very own CruTV Bike last year, to
newer players like CRNK, Revolution and
Popsicle Rhythmic Cycling by the Active
Fitness group, all of which dish out highoctane, themed rides all day, every day.
Think cyclists bouncing up and down on
stationary bikes to equally adrenaline-
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pumping music—it recalls a clubbing
atmosphere that many of us miss from our
pre-COVID-19 lives.
Besides producing a seriously
stress-busting endorphin high and
600-calorie burn, spinning is a superior
high-intensity workout for multiple
reasons. Not only does it target the gluteus
maximus and quadriceps, which are some
of the largest muscles in the body, spin
classes have been found to trigger the
release of blood chemicals that signal an
optimal heart workout, which can lead
to blood vessel repair and an increase
in both heart and lung capacity, all
while improving body composition and
potentially lowering blood pressure or
cholesterol—according to multiple doctorled studies. Plus, the low-impact nature of
spinning provides a great option for older
enthusiasts or those with injuries.
High impact flow
You don’t have to be a fitness junkie to
know the benefits of getting down onto
all fours for the ‘downward dog’. Yoga’s
fitness phenomenon is credited to a slew of
benefits for all ages, stages and desires in
life—from injury recovery, senior mobility
and building a svelte, stretchy physique,
to creating mental clarity and calmness
through the incorporation of meditation
and breathwork. But not everyone revels
in the inward connections made in holding
core-strengthening poses and ambient
music, which is reflected in the equally
industry-dominating world of highintensity interval training (HIIT). Striking
a balance between the two contrasting
workouts is Yoga Movement, with the
anticipated launch of HIIT Yoga. Cofounder Alicia Pan muses: “It’s the lovechild
of HIIT and a flow class. Anyone who has
an hour to spare gets an all-encompassing,
gratifying sweat and stretch session,
comprising 20 minutes of warming up
the body through a gentle yoga flow, 20
minutes of non-stop movement that builds
on intensity with each round, and a sweet
15-minute active recovery cool-down
to stretch the major muscle groups that
were targeted during the class.” This fastpaced class is perfect for those looking
to boost their cardiovascular endurance,
flexibility and muscle toning with a mix of
movements that you have complete control
over—go slower for a deeper, more mindful
stretch, or opt for explosive motions to
really get your heart pumping.
Serious fun for all
But amid the deluge of buzzy fitness studios
and body-pumping programmes lies an
industry icon that has served thousands

of members over the last 36 years: Amore
Fitness. Once known as an aerobics studio,
the all-ladies establishment has evolved
into a health-boosting haven of what can
only be described as happy hardcore
workouts where women of all ages get fit,
bounce back from all stages of life, and let
their hair down. The secret to its success?
A sweet spot between high-impact cardio
and dance workouts that build stamina
and sensuality; and a host of strengthbuilding, body-conditioning yoga, Pilates
and weights classes, all of which come
with options to break a sweat at your own
pace. “I teach a variety of classes such as
Energy Sculpt, which improves overall
strength and endurance with the help of
gliders, dumb-bells and resistance bands,
and I also believe that it helps improve
mental health by increasing energy levels
while burning 400 to 600 calories per
class,” describes instructor Claudia Tan. “I
also teach Aero Groove, which integrates
rhythmic aerobic moves with a dance
routine, one of Amore’s signature classes

“I’ve lost eight kilos,
but I’ve gained
agility, discipline,
confidence
and precious
friendships.”
StretchFit, which involves dynamic and
static stretches to release muscle tension
and increase flexibility, and Belly Dance,
which improves posture, balance and
body coordination, and easily burns 300 to
500 calories.”
From the outside, it may look all
fun and friendly, but the calories burnt,
the moves made and the very real—and
relatable—transformation stories are as
serious and inspiring as they get. Just ask
mum of teenage boys, Suyan Hong, who
credits her elevated health and dopamine
levels to the back-to-back classes she
attends. “Appearing young isn’t just good
skin—an often-overlooked aspect is the
way one moves. The young move with
poise and a certain fluidity, and dance
classes maintain this; I like the ones with
choreography in particular. One has to lose
inhibitions in order to emote and dance
with the flow. The mind is kept sharp
trying to catch steps, and my motor skills

are continually challenged.” The same
goes for regional marketing head Serina
Su, who joined six years ago. “I joined with
the goal of losing postpartum weight and
regulating blood sugar levels, but I stayed
for my new-found love for dancing, and a
community that I can share this passion
with. I’ve lost eight kilograms over time, but
what can’t be measured is the increased
agility, self-discipline, confidence boost
and precious friendships I’ve made since.”
Recovering with Rolfing
With fitness enthusiasts becoming savvier
by the minute—and with each #fittok—
body optimisation and recovery methods
are finally getting the attention they
deserve. But beyond the right stretches,
smarter nutrition and cryotherapy, there’s
still a “secret tool that global elite athletes
use: Rolfing, or structural integration that
focuses on fascial management”, explains
Maria Hussein, a Rolfing expert and
structural integration therapist at Foot
Practice and Como Shambhala.
Fascia is the connective tissue
right beneath the skin that surrounds and
holds organs, muscles, bones, nerve fibres
and some ligaments in place, and Rolfing,
often described as a much more technical
deep tissue massage, targets these layers
to improve body alignment, function and
freedom of movement.
“Fascia doesn’t arrange itself like
muscle fibres; it has a double lattice-like
arrangement and if you don’t exercise it, it
becomes dehydrated and brittle. We need
to keep moving with varied movements
to train and keep fascia springy and
resilient,” she advises. By keeping your
fascia healthy—something many neglect
or don’t realise they need to do—it enables
one to move more easily, have a better
range of motion and experience much
less pain—pain that may be mistaken for
muscular or joint problems. “I take a bodycentred approach and start each session
with a consultation, a body reading and a
gait movement screening. I use my hands
to assess and manipulate the fascia as a
way into the body and its inner systems.
The end goal is to assist the body to find
its centre with all the systems working
together,” Hussein says, adding that
world-renowned athletes harness the
effectiveness of Rolfing to increase their
elasticity and muscle control, enhancing
postural efficiency, refining the use of
their proprioceptors and streamlining
their motor pathways. “Fascial health
and suppleness are vital for healthy
everyday movement and stability, as well
as improving sports performance and
helping with recovery.”
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The Divine
FEMININE
The rich inner worlds of 11 remarkable women come into alignment as they share
a glimpse of life in their skin. Body, meet soul.
Photography ALVIN TAN Beauty direction ALLI SIM

MARIANNE
WEESLATER
“I would never change
my laugh lines. While
many things in life
are out of our control,
the only thing we can
control is how we
react to them. Facing
challenges with
positivity, and thus
positively impacting
lives, is what gives
me purpose in life.
Oftentimes, all it takes
is a simple, genuinely
joyful smile. So the
little creases around
my eyes don’t bother
me one bit. What
matters is that I, and
the people around
me, feel the warmth,
connection, love
and comfort behind
the smile.”
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“I don’t subscribe to the unrealistic beauty standards
that society has set for women, so I never want
to fit into those gendered, ableist beauty ideals.”

PREETI
NAIR
“Self-love and
acceptance is an
ongoing evolution.
Some days I look in
the mirror, see all my
curves, feel beautiful
inside and out—and
not a single person can
tell me otherwise. On
other days, I refuse to
look at my own body
and grapple with selfdoubt and all the times
my shape and size
have been ridiculed
online. It’s about time
we normalise all
bodies—regardless of
physical ability, size
or appearance. In the
meantime, I focus on
the good days, and let
the world know I look
and feel hot as f***.”
Clash de Cartier
hoop earrings and
single earring

JOYCE
CHEO
“Growing up, I would
constantly be told that
I’d be prettier if I lost
weight. In my 20s, I
went on a crash diet
and the compliments
started rolling in as I
lost weight. Ironically,
my self-esteem and
self-worth were based
on what other people
thought or said about
me. But I found myself
still feeling insecure
and that’s when it
dawned on me that
only I should have the
power to decide how
I feel about my body.
Now, even when these
insecurities surface,
I try to be gentle with
myself, but most
importantly, I have
learnt to accept and
appreciate my body—
rolls and all—for
everything it has been
through with me.”
Clash de Cartier rings
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DAPHNE AW
“This C-section scar is a visual embodiment of tough lessons; where I used to seek a logical answer for all that was happening. I now
realise I cannot control everything. It’s an emblem of my struggles in isolation, finding the strength to try again with each failure,
silently and helplessly fluctuating between hope and despair during the difficult path to parenthood. An empowering part of my babies’
birth story; a physical reminder of where I once was, who I am now, and how far I have come.”
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LESLEY CO
“It’s been a long
journey to get
here—conquering
endometriosis
surgeries, endless
visits to doctors, jabs,
and most painfully,
going through multiple
miscarriages. I wish I
didn’t blame you, body,
for our loss, and I am
sorry for putting you
through so much. I
want you to know that
for the first time I can
proudly say that I see
you, and I accept and
love you.”
Clash de Cartier
hoop earrings

MING
BRIDGES
“Growing up in the
world of social media,
I was taught to hide my
insecurities and put
my best face forward.
After struggling with
and overcoming my
eating disorder, I now
love sharing my highs
and especially my
lows, and have had the
privilege to connect
with women who
share similar issues.
I’ve had thinning
hair since I was 13
and didn’t realise
it was something I
could change as it’s
seemingly too taboo
to talk about. I hope
I can help more of us
embrace just being
human by opening
up about our life
experiences.”

“The truth is, you were perfect all along and I’m so,
so sorry. From now on, I’ll do things out of love, not fear.”

BEAUTY

THERESA MINDI CHARLES SAGUDA
“It is unsustainable to go through this life thinking yourself any less beautiful than you are for simply existing. I feel I’ve wasted too
much time as a young adult fretting over how I am perceived, and now I’ve chosen to just be and that is more than enough for me.”
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WEIQI YAP
“My skin puts me through challenges every day—it hurts, itches, flakes and wrinkles—but the hardest one has always been how
it has stopped me from loving my body. My struggle with eczema and topical steroid withdrawal will likely continue to present
unpredictable issues daily, but I’ve learnt to make the distinction between loving my body for the way it looks and loving my body
despite the way it looks or feels.”
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AMBIKA
APSARAS
RAICHAND
“As a trans woman,
I’ve always felt like my
body was the body of
a goddess. So that’s
my quote: ‘body of a
goddess’. I used to be
disgusted with it—
stretch marks around
my hips and belly
even though I didn’t
and can’t give birth,
though I wish I could.
Nevertheless, over
the years I’ve learnt
to embrace and love
them. I look at those
marks and they tell
the story of what we
have endured.”
To read Ambika’s
letter to her body,
scan this code.

Cartier Juste
un Clou bracelet
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MELISSA
SARAH
WEE
“For centuries we’ve
been conditioned to
believe that women
are only beautiful or
feminine when we
look a certain way. For
someone who doesn’t
fit into that ‘box’ or
looks the way I do, it’s
a struggle to fight that
preconceived notion
of beauty. At the end of
the day, if you’re happy
with who you are or
who you’re becoming,
that’s all that really
matters. You’re in
charge of your worth
and you get to be your
own validation.”

VITA RIYA
“Instead of settling
on unrealistic
beauty standards, I
celebrate my beauty
by surrounding myself
with people who love
me for who I am, as
well as focusing on
who I want to be.”
Beauty editor, Dana Koh;
make-up and hair, Marc
Teng; assistant make-up
artist, Jane Lau; production
assistant, Rex Teo.
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Together FOREVER
Representing the unbreakable bond between two individuals, toi et moi rings
typically feature two different but compatible gemstones, although today’s jewellers are
boldly exploring new concepts, motifs and materials.
Edit CELINE YAP
1. Messika My Twin Toi et Moi diamond ring, US$20,340 from Stephen Silver Fine Jewelry 2. Boucheron Serpent Bohème Toi et Moi ring S motif in yellow
gold with diamonds, price upon request 3. Graff pear-shaped emerald and diamond ring, price upon request 4. Chaumet Joséphine Duo Éternel ring in white gold
with one pear-shaped sapphire, one pear-shaped diamond and brilliant diamonds, price upon request 5. Van Cleef & Arpels Two Butterfly Between the
Finger ring in pink gold with marquise-cut diamonds, round diamonds and white mother-of-pearl, price upon request 6. Stephen Silver Spinel Bypass ring in
white gold with two cushion-cut spinels and baguette diamonds, US$3,900 from Stephen Silver Fine Jewelry 7. Bulgari Serpenti Seduttori ring in pink
gold with diamonds and rubellites, $12,550 8. Ole Lynggaard Boho ring in gold with opal, turquoise and diamonds, €8,550 9. Dior Rose Dior Bagatelle ring
in white gold with diamonds, $15,800 10. Chanel Coco Crush Toi et Moi ring large model in white and beige gold with diamonds, $7,100
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Serpenti REBORN
Bulgari’s iconic snake-inspired
timepiece gets a small but formidable update.
Words CELINE YAP

W

hether covered with brightly coloured enamel
scales or coiled up Tubogas-style in ribbons of
pure gold, the Bulgari Serpenti is as eye-catching
as it is iconic. First introduced in the 1950s, this
snake-inspired watch has donned innumerable guises through the
decades, all of which showcase Bulgari’s natural affinity for bold
stylistic expression. With daring colour combinations, intricate
craftsmanship and unconventional materials, Bulgari has elevated
the Serpenti from a bejewelled timepiece to a true work of art. Its
sinuous body crafted in solid gold, its eyes in precious gemstones,
but above all its scales in a plethora of treatments, from diamond
pavé to polychrome enamel, ornamental gemstones, and even
playful boules shaped, soldered and set individually by hand.

New to 2022 is Serpenti Misteriosi, which retains all
that opulence, colour and artisanal virtuosity while bringing
something small yet formidable to the table: the first mechanical
movement in the Serpenti collection since the 1970s. A real feat of
micro-mechanical engineering, Calibre BVL100 Piccolissimo is
one of the smallest self-winding movements in the world. Despite
remaining true to the 1950s aesthetic, Bulgari has thoughtfully
redesigned the structure of this Serpenti for the modern customer.
Along with a body that’s more flexible, it has a fully detachable
watch capsule so you can choose which way you’d like it to be
facing. In addition, should it require servicing, you can send only
the capsule in and continue wearing the rest of the watch purely
as a jewellery piece.
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White
MAGIC
Smooth, refined, and hypoallergenic, high-tech
ceramic timepieces are all about being
comfortable in your own skin.
Edit CELINE YAP

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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1. The sporty-chic Hublot Big Bang
Integral offers an updated ceramic
bracelet. White ceramic is scratch
resistant and retains its alabaster hue
perpetually, while the open-worked
dial reveals all its innermost secrets
including its steady beating heart.
This 42mm watch wears a little
big, but its ergonomic case assures
a comfortable fit on most wrists.
($31,700)
2. High-tech ceramic has many
strengths, but it can be potentially
brittle, although the Bulgari
Serpenti Spiga has all but erased
that notion in our minds. Here, the
material appears not just strong
and refined but almost elastic as it
coils seductively around the wrist.
The Roman jeweller’s clever use of
wheat-shaped links creates a truly
unique aesthetic that’s equal parts
innovation and tradition. ($16,050)
3. Rado is a leading innovator in the
realm of high-tech ceramic watches
and the Rado True Thinline Stillness
marries that unrivalled mastery with
design ingenuity. A collaboration
with design and fashion curator,
Li Edelkoort, this timepiece is a
visual metaphor that urges us to be
conscious of time, and a tranquil and
welcome respite from the sensorial
overload of everyday life. ($3,010)
4. The fashion world’s favourite
timepiece, Chanel J12 is synonymous
with high-tech ceramic. For more

than 20 years, the maison has created
countless iterations, all of which
balance luxury savoir faire with an
inventive spirit. This 33mm model
embraces a colourless aesthetic
as it juxtaposes scintillating white
ceramic against polished stainless
steel, with a single inverted diamond
set into the crown. ($16,850)
5. Just as white light contains all the
colours of the rainbow, so does the
Zenith Defy 21 Chroma in matte white
ceramic provide the perfect backdrop
for a full spectrum of hypnotic hues.
Never one to shy away from a little
colour, Zenith carefully painted each
of the 12-hour markers in gradated
tones, making sure not to forget those
tiny chronograph hands and exposed
movement bridges. ($21,200)
6. High-tech is the operative word
in the Richard Mille RM037 White
Ceramic. Cased in ATZ ceramic, it
went through a lengthy and delicate
machining and diamond grinding
process to achieve those smooth
curves and warm shine. The pristine
whiteness is joined harmoniously by
mirror-polished white gold, dazzling
pavé diamonds and natural motherof-pearl. (Price upon request.)

Jewellery

Kellymorphose
revisits the enigma
of the legendary
handbag first
created in the ’30s.

Kelly Gavroche
necklace in white gold
with baguette and
round diamonds.

Kelly UNLOCKED
Kellymorphose is a glittering
reinterpretation of the iconic
Hermès Kelly bag and a bold
tribute to fine jewellery.
Words CELINE YAP

T

here are so many ways to wear
the Hermès Kelly and we’re not
just talking about the numerous
colours, leathers, styles, stitches
and sizes. Through the years, it has been
transformed into small leather goods,
fashion accessories, timepieces, charms
and even a mascot named Kellydole. But
the maison’s latest interpretation of the
iconic handbag is also its most glittering,
as creative director of Hermès jewellery,
Pierre Hardy, applies his magic touch
to Kellymorphose, a new fine jewellery
collection celebrating the classic Kelly’s
multidimensional allure.
Kellymorphose revisits the enigma
of the legendary handbag first created
in the ’30s then immortalised—and
renamed—in the ’50s. Its trapezoidal
architecture, side straps, and clasp
with padlock and key holder come
apart in a playful deconstruction; a
sumptuous reappropriation that converts
these practical features into luxurious
adornments. Says Hardy of this inherent

Kelly Gavroche
double ring.

Kelly Clochette
double ring.

creative tension: “The Kelly bag elevates
its functional components: the side straps,
and an elemental clasp consisting of a
turnlock, a plate and four studs. I do the
same with Kelly jewellery by reinterpreting
or disrupting its original lines.”
The collection is spread over seven
visual themes, crafted in rose or white gold
with a couple of pieces touched with silver.
Alphakelly and Kelly Clochette forefront
the beloved key and padlock motif, while
Kelly Baguette jazzes up the handbag’s
signature turnlock clasp with diamonds
and black spinels. Kelly Gavroche, too,
plays with the clasp motif as its double rings
and necklaces reference the Kelly bag’s
elegant strap. Finally, Kelly Gourmette and
Kelly Chaîne explore different chain-link
designs, leaving Précieux Kelly to court the
truest of Kelly bag stans.
The idea is also to explore multiple
wearing styles: twirled once or twice
round, cascading down the front or back,
with or without a diamond setting. Every
piece expresses the irony of strength meets
effervescence that we’ve come to associate
with Hardy’s designs. “I like movement,”
he says. “A chain that winds around itself,
a ring that splits into two, a keychain that
swings as you walk—I like capturing
mobility without fixing it in place. I like
the momentum of the body, which echoes
creative momentum.”
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Playful or powerful,
the inspirational
Cartier panther is
a favourite creative
theme for generations
of Cartier designers.

Paws of ATTRACTION
Whether seen in abstract, graphical or completely lifelike renditions, the Cartier panther
has earned itself a fierce following among legions of jewellery lovers.
Words CELINE YAP

W

hat does an invitation
card designed for Cartier
in 1914 have to do with the
French maison’s Panthère
de Cartier collection? The card featured
an innocuous artwork—created by the
celebrated illustrator George Barbier at
the behest of Louis Cartier, inviting its
recipient to an upcoming Cartier jewellery
exhibition—showing a glamorous young
woman luxuriating in strings of pearls,
while, sprawled by her feet, was a sleek
black panther. Around the panther’s neck
was a thick jewelled collar reminiscent of
that worn by another big cat in real life,
Parisian cabaret star Josephine Baker’s pet
cheetah famously named Chiquita. Baker
obviously adored powerful felines. And so
did Cartier, as its vast collection of pantherinspired time and jewellery pieces attest.
But the maison’s relationship with the
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panther is so much more than artist and
muse. It is a life-long destiny written in the
stars and pursued relentlessly by Cartier’s
legendary creative visionaries.
During the turbulent World
War One years, panthers and pantherinspired designs were all the rage in
Paris. The city’s stylish set loved the wild
and powerful energy that surrounds this
striking feline, and glorious leopard- and
panther-skin coats were revered by the
most dynamic trendsetters. Cartier’s
first creative director, Charles Jacqueau,
was all too cognisant of this growing
sentiment. An ardent lover of natural
flora and fauna, he was not spared from
the magnetism of the panther. He would
spend long hours observing them in all
surroundings, sketching them incessantly,
capturing their myriad movements and
expressions in order to understand their

allure. And in 1914, when Barbier was
designing that memorable artwork named
‘Dame à la Panthère’, Jacqueau created the
maison’s first panther-inspired object: a
ladies wristwatch paved with diamonds
and dotted with spots of polished black
offering a precious interpretation of the big
cat’s beautiful coat.
Panthers began to appear more
frequently and more prominently in
Cartier’s creations. Among the earliest
panther-themed objects at Cartier were
a cigarette case made of black onyx
and studded with rubies and emeralds
featuring a panther standing between
two cypress trees crafted in platinum,
diamonds and onyx, as well as a vanity
case in gold and black Canton enamel
featuring a panther motif made, once again,
of platinum, diamonds and onyx. Both of
these were also the first Cartier objects to

Cartier’s
relationship with
the panther is
a life-long
destiny written
in the stars.

feature the panther in its figurative form.
And both belonged to a woman who was
not only synonymous with the Cartier
panther, but had done more than anyone
to enrich and deepen the ongoing story
between Cartier and the panther. She was
Cartier’s—and the jewellery world’s—first
woman artistic director, the trailblazer and
style icon Jeanne Toussaint.
Toussaint’s love for panthers ran so
deeply that they became entrenched in her
own identity. Paramours would lovingly
call her PanPan or Petite Panthère, but
when Toussaint finally took charge of
the Cartier luxury jewellery department
in the mid-1930s, the sobriquets quickly
changed from cute and charming to fierce
and formidable. Eventually she came to be
known—at first secretly by her all-male
staff of designers, then openly by all who
feared and respected her—as La Panthère,
a name that continues to this day in honour
of the woman who established the panther
as a Cartier icon and whose life’s work is
an indisputable Cartier treasure.
She had immaculate taste and an
untamed joie de vivre that married perfectly
with Cartier’s gemstone and goldsmithing
expertise. Toward the late 1930s, she moved
away from the sleek geometric forms of

A spotted ladies
timepiece was the
earliest Cartier
creation that featured
this majestic feline.

the art deco style in favour of a sculptural
three-dimensional approach to jewellery
and precious objects that was extremely
innovative for that time. Memorable
creations associated with Toussaint
include a gold ring from 1935 featuring
two panthers clutching a star ruby (this
was the first time Cartier presented the
panther in three dimensions); the famous
Duchess of Windsor Panthère Brooch
featuring a white gold panther with pavé
sapphires, and white and yellow diamonds
perched atop a 152.35-carat sapphire
cabochon; a pair of panther-head earrings
commissioned by Prince Sadruddin Aga
Khan; panther pattern cocktail rings and
earrings; sculpted coral bangles such as
one that features a pair of chimera heads;
and tiger earrings commissioned by
Barbara Hutton.
Each creation strengthened the
maison’s love affair with the panther and
showcased its incredible savoir faire, but
Toussaint didn’t work alone. One of her
favourite jewellery designers was Pierre
Lemarchand, who was renowned for his
animal designs. Together with Toussaint,
he crafted a new sculptural silhouette that
heralded a proud and powerful panther
of the 1940s. Sharing a common love for

animals and birds with Toussaint, he was
then involved in the creation of her panther
collection and famously created the iconic
bird in—and out of—the cage brooches
that covertly symbolised the beginning
(and end of) German occupation of France.
According to Francesca Cartier Brickell’s
revelation in her book, The Cartiers: “He
was a genius,” remarked Lemarchand’s
colleagues. “He could sketch something on
a scrap of paper in a second and it would
be exquisite. He had such an ease with
animals; they became real.”
One final name that launched the
Cartier panther into stratospheric heights,
giving it a special place in the great history
of jewellery, is Duchess of Windsor and
Best-Dressed Woman of All Time, Wallis
Simpson. That moment in 1949 when
she pinned the breathtaking sapphire
cabochon Panthère brooch onto her dress
was the moment the Cartier panther made
its great leap from a jeweller’s passion to a
worldwide obsession.
As Cartier’s high jewellery creative
director, Jacqueline Karachi-Langane,
says: “You can say everything, and you can
speak of every emotion, with the panther.
It is a fantastic animal. So beautiful in
nature, it has all the qualities.”
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ESSENCE
& ENIGMA
Photography ERIC SEOW Styling DESMOND LIM
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Tiffany & Co Schlumberger Sea Anemone brooch in 18-carat yellow gold with pink and blue sapphires and diamonds, Tiffany Victoria necklace in platinum with diamonds,
and pendant in platinum with an emerald and diamonds; Oliver Peoples sunglasses from Luxottica

VITRINE Style

THS PAGE Van Cleef & Arpels Heritage Collection Delphes transformable necklace (1972-1977) in yellow,
white and rose gold with coral and amethysts
FACING PAGE Chaumet Joséphine Rondes de Nuit necklace, and Joséphine Aigrette Impériale necklace, pendant and earrings;
Giorgio Armani sunglasses from Luxottica

VITRINE Style

Cartier Diamond Collection necklace and bracelet in white gold and diamonds

THIS PAGE Chanel Plume 1932 brooch in white gold with diamonds, and Premiers
Brins necklace in white gold with diamonds
FACING PAGE Vintage brooches, clips and pins from Revival Jewels; Giorgio Armani sunglasses from Luxottica

VITRINE Style

Wardrobe: All outfits from
Etro; sunglasses by Oliver
Peoples and Giorgio Armani
from Luxottica
Make-up, Marc Teng using
Chanel; headwear,
Marc Teng; photographer’s
assistant, Alfred Ng.

LIFE Dining

JE NE SAIS quoi
Built as a paradisical respite where guests may unbutton their collars, new French outfit
Claudine weaves together modernism, a sense of place and patron-chef Julien Royer’s culinary
reminiscence for a truly opulent dining experience merging the old and the new.

W

hen chef Julien
Royer
thinks
back to his
childhood days,
several of his
best memories
revolve around the food his mother would
put on the table. One of these recollections
involves chou farci, a traditional dish of
stuffed cabbage. “My mother cooked chou
farci to make the entire family happy. To
me, her recipe was the essence of humility.
The fact that something so simple,
prepared with the humblest of ingredients,
could taste so hearty and delicious and
leave everyone smiling was amazing.”
So, what does a triple Michelinstarred chef at the helm of Asia’s best
126

restaurant do when he misses the taste of
home? He creates a new restaurant to serve
exactly that, of course.
Claudine, which opened in
Singapore at the end of 2021, is a modern
French outfit inspired in part by Royer’s
mother. As a homage to the woman
after which it is named, it strives to do
something guided by—but beyond—
what she prepared in her own kitchen. In
Royer’s words: “Claudine is what I believe
a contemporary French restaurant should
be. It is an expression of who I am today.”
The restaurant’s version of the
aforementioned cabbage dish is a good
example of the intersection of culture,
memory and refinement it operates in. On
Claudine’s menu you’ll find a chou farci that

sets itself apart through intricate assembly
and culinary technique, plated alongside
a slice of foie gras to add a dose of luxury
that Singapore’s foodie set will appreciate.
Some of these elements may not have been
found in Royer’s mother’s iteration, but
there was a special touch in hers that the
chefs found irreplaceable: dried prune for
texture, sweetness and to balance out the
richness of the dish.
It is pure deliciousness, for anyone
wondering—just like the rest of the
elaborate menu at the elegantly designed
venue. Visually, the restaurant strikes an
imposing presence in the lush expanse
of Dempsey Hill, set in a 1930s colonial
chapel with lancet windows and stark
white exteriors. Inside, a sculpturesque

FOOD IMAGES COURTESY OF CLAUDINE.
HAIR AND MAKE-UP, SHA SHAMSI USING DIOR BEAUTY AND KMS HAIR

Photography DARREN GABRIEL LEOW Words CHANDREYEE RAY

FACING PAGE,
FROM LEFT: chef de
cuisine Loic Portalier
was previously sous
chef at Louise, also
by Julien Royer; the
interior design of
Claudine was crafted
by Sacha Leong and
Simone McEwan of
Nice Projects, with
floral landscaping by
botanical studio This
Humid House.

THIS PAGE, clockwise
from top left: Michelinstarred executive
chef Julien Mercier
espouses equality and
mutual ownership
in the kitchen,
encouraging his
team to step into the
limelight; Claudine’s
vol-au-vent hightlights
morel, cockscomb
and chicken quenelle;
general manager
Glynn Tay leads the
front of house;
the menu is an
elevated medley of
French classics.

paper lamp spanning over 1.5m snakes
across its soaring ceilings, designed by
Italian lighting maestro Santa & Cole.
In the dining room, a striking
screen of colourful stained glass refracts
kaleidoscopic light and frames the bar,
while a structured open kitchen showcases
a brigade of skilled chefs executing dish
after dish with careful precision, set to
the tune of an idiosyncratic playlist full of
quirky French numbers.
The kitchen team is led by executive
chef Julien Mercier, whom Royer met over a
decade ago when they were working in the
Caribbean. Mercier’s career has taken him
to top restaurants around the globe, from
France to Brazil and now here to our island.
Locality has a clear influence
on the menu Mercier has carefully
developed alongside Royer and chef de
cuisine Loic Portalier. A particularly
flavourful Mozambique Langoustine sees
a seafood bisque take on an Asian slant
with the umami flavours of kombu puree,
enveloping crustacean dumplings and a

delicate piece of langoustine pan-roasted
in butter. Several fish dishes on the menu
are served bone in and with the head intact,
a practice not commonplace in French
cooking and yet completely intentional at
Claudine. “In Europe, people like to eat fish
fillets. If there is a bone in the fish, it’s seen
almost as if the job wasn't done properly.
Here, you see that at the end of the meal, all
the bones are clean. Singaporeans really
love eating fish like that and it’s one of my
favourite things to see,” notes Portalier.
Whether you are deboning a flaky
piece of fish, tucking into the rich vol-auvent (another standout dish of puff pastry
enclosing the myriad textures and tastes
of veal sweetbread, cockscomb, chicken
quenelle and morel) or imbibing a glass
of wine from the collection of over 300
bottles, the service remains exemplary.
Each member of the front-of-house floats
around with a warm smile, open arms and
a wealth of recommendations—without
fail, you’ll feel like you’re eating in the
home of a very generous host who wants to

take good care of you. It is this uncommon
feeling of genuine, humble hospitality that
general manager Glynn Tay endeavours
to capture within the walls of Claudine’s
chapel home.
She says: “We want everyone
to experience that magical spark of
connection when they spend an evening at
Claudine. The team likes to get to know the
guests and we often see people introducing
themselves to each other—you could walk
in as perfect strangers, but by the time you
leave, you might have made a new friend.”
Mercier alludes to the fact that
this elusive sense of warmth permeating
the restaurant is cultivated before service
hours even begin. The team of nearly 40
start each morning with a group breakfast
and end most nights sharing a celebratory
drink. “This time that we spend enjoying
a meal together is sacred,” Mercier notes.
“When we are eating, there is no more
‘chef’. We are all just people working
as a team, trying to show our guests a
good time.”

“My mother cooked chou farci to make the entire
family happy. To me, her recipe was the essence of humility.”
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True GRIT
AS TOLD TO ISABELLA LOK; HARNAAM KAUR’S IMAGE: STEVE MURIGI

Body positivity warrior and social media personality Harnaam Kaur
is a sterling example of someone who has embraced her body completely. Here,
she shares the reads that have inspired her on her journey.

B

orn and raised in England,
Harnaam Kaur was diagnosed
at the age of 12 with polycystic
ovary syndrome (PCOS), a
condition that causes the female body to
produce elevated levels of male hormones.
Signs and symptoms for PCOS vary, and
for Harnaam, it resulted in hirsutism—a
condition that causes excessive facial and
body hair growth, which she spent a good
portion of her early teenage years trying
to remove in order to avoid taunts from
her peers. At age 16, however, she decided
to change her mindset and embraced her
body in all its glory. Today, Harnaam is a
motivational speaker and an advocate for
diversity, self-acceptance, body positivity
and self-love.
My favourite book is... Karma
Khullar’s Mustache by Kristi Wientge. It
reminds me of my childhood and how,

growing up as a young girl with facial hair,
trying to conform or fit in was all I wanted
to do—until I realised my worth.
The titles that have influenced
me the most are... The Art of Happiness
by the Dalai Lama, Happiness: A Guide to
Developing Life’s Most Important Skill by
Matthieu Ricard and The Power of Now: A
Guide to Spiritual Enlightenment by Eckhart
Tolle. I reach for these books whenever I
am feeling down and need a reminder that
happiness comes from within.
When I need a confidence
booster, I reach for... Unlearn: 101
Simple Truths for a Better Life by Humble the
Poet. It is a reminder that we decide our own
worth and that validation needs to come
from the self. I also enjoy Light is the New
Black by Rebecca Campbell and Things No
One Else Can Teach Us by Humble the Poet.

The next book on my reading list
is... Be a Triangle by Lilly Singh.
My favourite quote is from... Tell
Me How to Be by Neel Patel. It goes: “Men
are the head of the household, but women
are the neck; they turn the head whichever
direction they choose.” I love this as it
illustrates how a man can make choices
within the household, but only successfully
with the direction of a woman.
If you are new to self-love, I
recommend... Love Yourself Like Your
Life Depends on it by Kamal Ravikant. It
is a good starting point for developing a
healthy relationship with yourself. Good
Vibes, Good Life: How Self-love is the Key to
Unlocking Your Greatness by Vex King and
Who Moved My Cheese? by Spencer Johnson
are also books that have shaped my
mindset on accepting and loving myself.
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SELF
reflection
Statement mirrors to
accompany you in your body
positivity journey.

1. Seletti Toiletpaper
Lipstick Small, $438,
from Maison Marcel
2. Jonathan Adler Harlequin
Round, US$830
3. Brabbu Kumi I, €8,330
4. Boca Do Lobo
Convex Metamorphosis,
price upon request
5. Cobra Studios Marcello Duo,
€9,300, from Galerie Philia
6. Fornasetti Architettura
Celeste, €1,200
7. Essential Home Diamond
Small, US$2,960
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Edit SANDHYA MAHADEVAN
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Metaverse

Inclusivity in the
DIGITAL SPACE
As the metaverse takes shape around us, Frank
Smits and Levina Li, co-founders of Hong
Kong-based fine art platform, The MetaArt
Club, share what it means to be inclusive in
this emerging digital space.

T
AS TOLD TO ISABELLA LOK

he metaverse is a decentralised space where
everyone is open to collaborations and willing
to learn. The ability to connect is very high
and the community is ultra-receptive to
partnerships and exchanging information.
It gives artists from all over the world the
opportunity to be celebrated, and that is
hugely important.
This inclusivity adds to the beauty of the digital world.
Everyone—in all shapes and sizes—can be connected. People are
valued on their results and creations. At least half the people on this
space don’t even use their real name, and NFTs play a significant
role in normalising and promoting this level of inclusivity.
There are a variety of artistic styles to be found in the
metaverse. We found the artistic styles of John Park, Keiken, Owo
Anietie, Suzyq and Wu Ziyang as ones that embody the ideas of
inclusivity and feature the level of depth present in this issue’s theme
of ‘Every Body’ in a meaningful, visual way. Take, for example,
Keiken. It is a female art collective and its whole rationale is about
how it wants to be known as a ‘protector of the metaverse’. To quote
Hana Omori from Keiken: “We are creating a whole ecosystem in
which people can live. There is an immense responsibility and care
in this process. A lot of our work is not just saying ‘we’re going to
build a metaverse’, but figuring out what is functional for humanity
and what are the ramifications of what we do.”

Clockwise from
bottom left: ‘Moo
Limbo’ by SuzyQ;
‘Height’ by Owo
Anietie; ‘Where Did
Macy Go?’ by Wu
Ziyang; ‘Aqua Sky’ by
John Park; ‘Cryptopia’
by Keiken

Scan to read about
Frank Smits and
Levina Li’s journey
in the metaverse
and more about The
MetaArt Club.
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Domestic RHAPSODY
Federico Folcia and Teo Jia En’s home is a palimpsest of a work
and family life nestled in nature, carefree and casual.
Photography SAYHER HEFFERNAN Words LUO JINGMEI
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THIS PAGE
One of the things
the couple did when
they moved in was to
update parts of the
house, which includes
putting recycled
railway sleepers and
pebbles to form a path
in the garden.
FACING PAGE
Teo Jia En and
Federico Folcia in the
Crane Living studio.
Jia En wears her own
Jill Sander dress and
Marni necklace.

LIFE Interiors

There is little
distinction between
the indoors and
outdoors in the
house due to open-air
corridors, ample
sheltered terraces and
operable glass doors.

T

he first thing you notice about Federico Folcia and Teo
Jia En’s house is, well, there is not much house that is
apparent from the road. Foliage—thick, wild, junglelike—shroud the fence, and the beanpole trunks of palm
trees stretch skyward, totem-like. Lower down, the widespread
leafage of chunkier species sieves the morning sunlight.
Unlike some gargantuan, glassy McMansions clamouring
for attention in the verdant and quiet residential neighbourhood,
this house courteously blends into the land. Painted an ebony
shade, it recedes into a shadowed backdrop for greenery and
family life to flourish. It is a lovely setting for the couple and their
three daughters—Ella, Ines and Eva who are eight, six and three
respectively—sequestered from prying eyes on elevated terrain.
At the end of the cobblestone driveway, the garage—chock-ablock with stacks of ceramics and other objects—snapshots the
entrepreneurial duo’s intertwined work-and-home life.
Aside from starting boutique digital transformation
consultancy Powerhouse, Folcia also founded Crane, a kind of
modern-day community centre connecting members through cowork facilities, and hospitality, retail and wellness events. Teo
manages its offshoot lifestyle products arm Crane Living while
running a private investment firm. Previously, the husband and
wife team conceived technology travel company Roomarama
before Airbnb’s advent.
The effable Teo sails ebulliently through the main door
left askew, atop a flight of pebblewashed garden steps flanked
by rocky parapets. She escorts me into the first room, where
expansive windows bestow abounding light onto wooden bowls,
candles, bronze vessels and lamps among other paraphernalia
from Crane Living. “There was space near the entrance of Crane
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at Robertson Quay so Fede (referring to her husband) came up
with the idea to create a little shop,” shares Teo. The spontaneous
idea took on a life of its own after she started posting images of
the merchandise on Instagram in 2020, with consumers eager for
home improvement during lockdown. “We were literally driving
around delivering products during the circuit breaker,” she recalls.
There is now a comprehensive online inventory alongside four
brick-and-mortar boutiques.
Teo is adamant that, like Crane, the products are accessible
and inclusive. “Beautiful things need not be expensive. The things
we brought into Crane Living started off being used to furnish
Crane, so now you are able to bring that Crane feeling home,”
she says on the outlets’ cosy, eclectic interiors. It is the same
philosophy she applies to her abode, which has an overall homely
and lived-in feel. Where we are at used to be the playroom. Last
year, she converted it into a studio for Crane Living and relegated
the playroom to the former master bedroom overlooking the
swimming pool. The couple moved upstairs into another room
closer to the girls’ bedroom.
The house is well attuned to tropical living. There are large
windows with vantages of the lush garden, deep roof overhangs
for shade and shelter from rain, as well as terraces and balconies
perfect for outdoor dining and enjoying the breeze. Water bodies
divide the rooms but glass walls connect them. “My parents built
this house more than 20 years ago when I was in university. I didn’t
grow up here although I had a room and came back all the time,” Teo
recounts. She met Folcia in New York while working at Bloomberg,
drawn to his striking good looks and he to how “intelligent and
un-boring I was”, she says, laughing at her husband’s description.
After marriage, they resided in a smaller house until her parents

The house is a fine
playground for the
family hound Simba
with its many crevices
and passageways.
LEFT The master
bed is from Bali, the
posters on the wall are
from their New York
home, and the chest of
drawers was sourced
by Jia En’s mother at a
furniture fair.

“I have always loved white floors. The trade-off is
that you will get scuff marks.”
moved and invited Teo to reside here. “It’s an amazing house and
we couldn’t refuse,” says Teo. The house was designed by her
father together with architect Cheong Yew Kuan of AreaDesigns,
who is behind many Como resorts for hospitality and retail
magnate Christina Ong, as well as her home and houses for
the likes of Donna Karen and Keith Richards. “The house was
designed in a modern Balinese style with a lot of stone and heavy
wood. We loved the large windows, how open the house is, and
the surrounding greenery that is more jungle than landscape.
But when we moved in, we updated some of the materials and
elements to make the house feel lighter, more contemporary and
easier to maintain in the tropical climate,” shares Teo.
The couple’s aesthetic choices channelling industrialrustic loft living vibes were also largely impacted by their time
in the Big Apple. Marble floors were swapped for more durable
painted concrete to Teo’s parent’s chagrin. “I’ve always loved
white floors. The trade-off is that you will get scuff marks,” she
highlights. But the patina is part of the house’s charm. The exterior
was painted black—perfect for hiding weathering stains—with
some original elements, such as stone-clad walls and door knobs
in reptilian and folk figure forms, left as vestiges of the house’s
former life.
This morning, Folcia is away at a meeting and two of
the girls are at school. The home is quiet save for the chorus of
stridulating insects and birdsong, as well as the dialogue between

Ines and her Mandarin tutor at the dining table. The formal dining
room used to be segregated from the dry kitchen with a wall, but
now the two spaces are one harmonious zone suited to the family’s
casual way of living, and the comings and goings of active young
children. A monochromatic patchwork of hexagonal tiles set into
the concrete floor lends conviviality to the expanse of grey.
“We have friends and family coming over quite often.
When it’s not too hot, we like to have our meals outdoors by the
pool. Otherwise, it’s in our dining room where most often, Fede
will be cooking while we chat and eat,” says Teo. Food is Folcia’s
love language, and his family is the lucky beneficiary. “One thing
any of them will tell you is that I have never repeated a single
recipe. I am an emotional cook, so I cook whatever I am inspired by,
and by ingredients I find in the fridge or the market. That said, my
kids love pasta so I try to cook that for them at least once a week,”
shares Folcia later.
Cooking is an established father-daughters activity. “In
fact one of the first tasks I made all of them learn was how to use
the Nespresso machine to make me an espresso in the morning,”
Folcia gleams. His gastronomic passions resulted in Fork in the
Jungle—private dining sessions combining Italian cuisine with
local produce—whose activity has ebbed due to Crane’s busy
expansion to outlets on Arab Street and Joo Chiat Road.
Dessert and coffee will typically be in the adjacent living
room, accessed via a slope doubling as a scooter or bicycle ramp.
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LIFE Interiors

THIS PAGE
The couple with their
children, Eva, Ella and
Ines at the pool deck,
in front of the former
master bedroom on the
first storey that is now
the playroom.

A magnificent pitched ceiling caps the voluminous living room.
Twin Wireflow lamps from Vibia hang almost invisibly from the
exposed rafters. “Because the ceiling is already so beautiful, we
wanted lamps that would complement rather than compete with it.
We didn’t want to overpower the upper line of sight and we needed
fairly large lamps to match the proportions of the large living
room,” says Teo on the choice of the minimalist luminaire.
To mitigate the scale of the space, a tall library shelf was
added. The television is camouflaged among mementoes and
books that reflect the family’s interests. Cookbooks are aplenty—
Tokyo Cult Recipes by Maori Murota and Cocina Nikkei by Luiz Hara
are two—alongside tomes by Zadie Smith, Gabriel Garcia Márquez
and Haruki Murakami, and an occasional addition by the children
such as Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls. Casually strewn rugs from
Morocco colour the pale floor. “We love carpets and kilims. You’ll
find them all around the house and also at Crane outlets. One of
them is new and smelling of cow or donkey so I’m guessing that
was its mode of transport before it got on the plane to Singapore!”
Teo muses.
Objects collected and gifted over the years give the
space character. On a low table, a large round mirrored tray and
hammered silver fruit bowl from friends add shine, and two tree
bark sculptures left behind by Teo’s father anchor corners. There
is art—beloved rather than hallowed. Two light box bathtubs by
British artist Sarah Pager purchased from a friend’s former gallery

in London stand insouciantly behind the grey and mustard sofas,
accompanied by a large Benoît Platéus piece and woven works by
Santi Wangchuan purchased from Yeo Workshop.
“We have three kids and a dog—all of whom do not listen to
instructions on cleanliness—so our home definitely reflects that.
There are mismatched cushions, stained sofas, and artwork and
photos that lean on our walls because we’ve been too busy to hang
them,” chuckles Teo. The house is far from kid-friendly, she notes.
“There is a pool, several ponds, many stairs and hard floors,” says
Teo. However, fencing was added after Eva fell into a pond.
Travel was a big part of the family’s lives pre-pandemic,
and the spoils fill the home. “We have hand-painted jugs and bowls
from Naples and Lisbon, tables from Egypt, tapestry from Bhutan,
carpets and kilims from Istanbul. But by far, the best souvenirs
would be the photographs that Fede takes of the places and the
family, which we frame and hang up,” enumerates Teo.
Along a corridor, a set of photographs leaning against the
wall below a Tracey Emin print shows a kneeling Teo and Folcia.
“We were in Seoul in the dead of winter; we visited a hanok and
took these photos of each other,” Teo reveals. In the former master
bedroom’s foyer is a dedicated gallery. There is a photograph the
couple used for their wedding’s Save the Date cards, enlarged
and framed. “We were in Cassis with our dog Pato [who has since
passed away]. My family crashed our holiday, and I think my
mother or sister took the photograph,” discloses Teo.
She contributes another tale of a photograph of the pair
in Istanbul. “We were originally in Sardinia, but the weather was
going to be awful so we decided to find a place with better weather
we could fly to easily. We ended up in Istanbul just as the riots were
happening there eight years ago. This was just a shot we took in
passing as tourists in a pivotal moment in history.”
Growing up in a small town in the Lake Maggiore area
in Northern Italy meant Folcia’s childhood years was defined by
impromptu trips around Europe. Being based in Singapore for
so many years, he misses the broad cultural exposure and four
seasons. “We do get the best seas in Southeast Asia but not the
mountains! So I guess a big thing for me is a desire to share this life
with my kids,” he says on his wanderlust.
While he might not be able to bring them to the mountains
on a whimsy, the house compensates by immersing the family
in nature. The children love nothing more than to run barefoot
around the compound and swim on the weekends. Busy as bees,
the couple sometimes misses dinner with the children. Ice cream
dates make up for that. And several times a week, Folcia buys
Kinder Surprise eggs and hides them for the girls to hunt. With its
lush environment and multifarious nooks, the house is a perfectly
suited setting for this charming family tradition.

“My parents built this house more than 20 years
ago when I was in university.”
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HAIR AND MAKE-UP, ANGEL GWEE USING
CHANEL BEAUTY AND L’OREAL PROFESSIONAL

FACING PAGE
At the deck next to the
kitchen is an area for
plant propagation.

‘EVERY BODY’ FONT BY REGULAR PRACTICE

Enter the immersive
AR activation to be
part of ‘Every Body’

EVERY BODY
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FACING PAGE
Lucas wears
Dior Men pants; Prada
socks and shoes; top,
stylist’s own
Rosalina wears Prada
shorts and heels; top,
stylist’s own
Alyssha wears COS
top; Prada skirt
and heels

Photography ZANTZ HAN Fashion DESMOND LIM
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FACING PAGE
Fann wears Max Mara
jacket; Sportmax shoes
Fann Wong: hair, Ryan Yap/
Passion Hair Salon; make-up,
Clarence Lee using Clé de
Peau Beauté

Meet Vogue Singapore’s 27 cover stars. In a fashion landscape that’s ever-changing,
what’s it like to advocate for acceptance, diversity and beauty? In this intimate snapshot, we call on
some of the country’s most established models as well as young, never-before-seen faces
to share their stories of empowerment, body positivity and self-acceptance.
Words MAYA MENON and SANDHYA MAHADEVAN

LUCAS JONG

ALYSSHA HANNAH

“You don’t need to be exceptional. We spend so much of life
clawing and fighting to be that. It’s important to remember that
there is beauty in the ordinary if you look hard enough.” Such is the
mantra of Jong, the 20-year-old model who’s making waves on our
shores. Though Jong affirms that his career was an accidental one,
he challenges beauty norms in his own way. “It has nothing to do
with physical looks. It’s wearing femininity on my skin, wearing it
like a coat.”

To this newcomer, disappointing castings have been par for the
course. Undeterred, the 18-year-old student uses social media to
reach out to an audience that resonates with her. “I feel that what
I post can help other girls feel good about themselves and know
that they have someone they can relate to.” As for what she wears
to feel empowered? “My leather jacket, rings, Vivienne Westwood
necklace and vintage Prada bag.”

ROSALINA OKTAVIA
A life-altering event five years ago changed the course for Oktavia.
Medical complications had resulted in her losing a limb and
soon, she was faced with a very different reality. “Being different
means everything and it means nothing. It is who I am, but it’s also
something I cannot change, so I don’t worry too much,” she shares.
“Unlabelling people with disabilities is something I’m really
passionate about. I hope that I can help push inclusivity to the point
that I am a model, not a model with a disability.”
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FANN WONG
Wong earned her stripes as one of the pioneering Singaporean
actresses to break into Hollywood when she was cast in a major
role in the 2003 action-comedy film Shanghai Knights. Her career
hasn’t come without its fair share of struggles, however. “When I
was younger, I faced more pressure when it came to my looks. I felt
the constant need to exercise. I slowly began to realise that taking
care of myself internally and self-love was really important in my
development as an actor as well,” she shares. “The quote ‘dare to be
different’ comes to mind when I think about being different. To be
unlike the majority.”

“I slowly began to realise self-love was really
important in my development as an actor as well.”
FANN WONG

FAHIMAH THALIB
It’s been a journey of progression for speech therapist Fahimah.
Starting out as an Instagram model, she was soon discovered
and selected to be a part of a now-viral Vogue Takes Off video
from Vogue Singapore’s launch. Fahimah, who only considered
modelling more seriously after wearing a hijab, hopes to dismantle
the systematic challenges that come along with it. “It may seem
odd, seeing that the hijab is a symbol of modesty, and modelling
is literally putting yourself visibly out there. However, I feel that
wearing my headscarf is a clear marker of my boundaries.”

NATALIE DYKES
To petite model and student Dykes, being deemed different is
merely a reflection of society’s perceptions and pre-conceptions. It
is also a testament to wholeheartedly being themselves. While the
22-year-old has garnered attention for their striking hairdos, they
see it as simply embracing themselves. “What people might assume
is me trying to stand out is actually just me being my authentic
self. Don’t we all seek to stay true to who we are as a person?”

Fahimah wears Sportmax
jacket and pants
Natalie wears Sportmax
dress; Burberry nose ring;
top, stylist’s own

THIS PAGE
Nandita wears
Valentino jacket, pants
and sandals; rings,
stylist’s own
FACING PAGE
Fiona wears Burberry
trench coat and collar;
earrings and necklace,
stylist’s own

“I speak up on issues that are important to me and
that are vital to mental health. I believe in being a voice
for those who don’t have one.”
FIONA FUSSI

NANDITA BANNA
The first Singaporean since 1987 to reach the semi-finals in the
Miss Universe competition—that’s a big responsibility for anyone
to shoulder. But her nominations also challenged a few stereotypes.
“Representing my country is one of my proudest achievements,
but to be a brown woman and to represent a country that doesn’t
often see us as beautiful—that was truly life-changing,” says
Banna. The struggles continue, but, knowing that she is creating
an impact in a modelling industry that, to an extent, still holds on
to Eurocentric beauty standards keeps the 21-year-old motivated.
Her fashion choices—loud colours and prints, and especially
figure-hugging midi- or maxi-dresses—proclaim equally boldly
that she is happy with the colour of her skin and thin frame. For
Banna, it’s all about unconditional love of self—where “your heart,
personality and your connections with people matter more”.

FIONA FUSSI
To 26-year-old model and actress Fussi, her 11-year and counting
career has proved to be one of many revelations, especially
in the space of mindfulness. Today, the Austrian-Hong Kong
personality—who is signed with local agency Basic Models—is
passionate about using her platform as a springboard for those
who need it. “I speak up on issues that are important to me and
that are vital to mental health. I believe in being a voice for those
who don’t have one. And that includes not following fashion and
beauty rules all the time and just embracing what makes us feel
happy and comfortable.” One such manifestation of this is Fussi’s
Late Night Thoughts Club, an online-meets-offline platform that
serves as a safe space for those who are into holistic wellness.
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THIS PAGE
Kaigin wears Prada
jacket, top, skirt, shorts
(worn under) and heels;
socks, stylist’s own
FACING PAGE
Serena wears
Prada dress
Jane wears
Prada dress

SERENA ADSIT
From a shy, awkward newcomer in 1994, who was the exact
opposite of the industry’s beauty standards—short, shorter
crop, imperfect teeth and tattoos—Adsit went on to win the
Female Model Of The Year award eight years later. Having spent
the majority of her 20s and 30s building up her self-worth, the
40-year-old can say with confidence that she no longer limits her
worth to her physical attributes. As the owner of her own model
management agency, she is glad she can pave the path for today’s
hopefuls—“that you can do anything you set out to achieve”.

JANE CHONG
Another veteran in the ’90s modelling scene, Chong fought
harder to detach herself rather than desperately try to fit in
throughout her modelling career. She was clear that she as a
model was promoting a product and not herself as an object of
beauty. Being a nonconformist made her a rebel to be reckoned
with. She considered her unconventional looks as fodder for the
imagination—“I gladly accepted being different”. Being physically
and mentally healthy remain her top priorities.

KAIGIN YONG
Signed with powerhouse agencies like Now Model Management
Singapore, Wilhelmina London and Ford Models Paris and
New York, 27-year-old Yong is a force to be reckoned with. The
Imperial College London alumnus, who graduated with a biology
and management degree, found herself clinching first place in
The New Paper New Face’s 2017 run. Five years on and Yong
is thriving, having shot campaigns for the likes of Dior Beauty
and Mulberry as well as walking the runways of Balmain, Yohji
Yamamoto, Margiela and Dolce&Gabbana. This success hasn’t
come without its roadblocks, as Yong will attest to. Prior to
being scouted, she faced numerous rejections and setbacks. “I
made the best of my situation by using Instagram to connect and
collaborate with creatives across Europe. The biggest takeaway
was personal growth and building my resilience through the
process. I also found my voice and became more comfortable in
my own skin, celebrating my identity as a Singaporean model on
an international stage.”

”I gladly accepted
being different.”
JANE CHONG
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THIS PAGE
Maya wears Fendi
earrings; top and
shorts, stylist’s own
Diya wears Fendi vest,
pants and earrings
Yasmine wears Fendi
top and earrings;
briefs, stylist’s own
FACING PAGE
Zoe wears Fendi top,
skirt and earrings
Zoe Tay: hair, Gary Low/
Passion Hair Salon;
make-up, Peter Khor using
MAC Cosmetics
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MAYA MENON
For this fashion journalist—and beloved member of the Vogue
Singapore family—modelling was a happy coincidence, a path
she least considered exploring. Her biggest challenge growing up
was, she says, “cultivating a healthy sense of self-esteem”. Body
positivity today for the 28-year-old is about “looking at yourself and
being okay with not being okay with certain parts of you”. Menon
defines her relationship with herself—and her Prada bowler shirt,
Haider Ackermann trousers, monochrome Dries Van Noten heels
and bold accessories keep pace.

DIYA PRABHAKAR
A self-professed goof, the sprightly 24-year-old model and
student admits to having fear and anxiety issues when she
started modelling at the age of 14. Overcoming that and learning
to adapt are Prabhakar’s biggest triumphs. Her favourite quote
encapsulates her attitude today: “A ship in harbour is safe, but
that’s not what a ship is built for.” Being brown-skinned and with
curly hair meant challenging the straight-haired, fair-skinned ideal
in Singapore, but they also set her apart. Prabhakar embraces it all
with a positive attitude and focuses on healthy living.

YASMINE EE
“Somebody else’s beauty does not take away from my own”—this
model and student reminds herself whenever she is told that she
does not meet certain dictates of beauty. To her, modelling is a
platform where she can spread this message of acceptance and
help those trying to belong. This ‘girly’ 19-year-old loves dressing
up and feels empowered when she shows some skin. That’s what
body positivity means—“not only loving the body you have, but
being able to celebrate and appreciate every deemed imperfection
that comes with it”.

ZOE TAY
“Everyone is different and unique. That’s what makes us special.”
This has been one of the guiding principles of this model, actress
and the uncrowned queen of home-grown television dramas—
that everyone should be given a chance to prove their mettle. She
has tried to portray that uniqueness of character in every role she
has played. Tay entered the field during the golden age of the local
modelling industry. This meant going against tough competition—
taller models—fighting stereotypes and numerous auditions
to get jobs. She faced all the challenges with perseverance,
discipline and resilience. Tay believes that “the way we deal
with the ups and downs is what truly defines and characterises
us”, and in the process, we should remember to love, treasure
and cherish ourselves. Even today, the 54-year-old relives these
triumphs whenever she dons a gown and walks down a runway or
red carpet.
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“Somebody else’s beauty
does not take
away from my own.”
YASMINE EE

Yasmine wears Fendi
top and earrings
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THIS PAGE
Srri wears Burberry
jacket, vest, shirt, tie
and pants
Noelle wears Burberry
trench coat and heels;
earrings, her own
FACING PAGE
Noelle wears Burberry
trench coat; earrings,
her own

NOELLE WOON

HUDA ALI GAN

Over the past few years, this Nigerian-Chinese model and
illustrator has exploded on the local fashion circuit and has been
dubbed a face to watch. Despite this, the 24-year-old keeps a calm,
humble demeanour. Her personal mantra for self-confidence and
womanhood? “I’m a woman no matter how I choose to dress or look
and I don’t need to bother about what anyone thinks about me as
long as I’m comfortable and happy with what I see.”

In the ’90s when Gan entered the modelling industry, the vibe was
raw and edgier, but it was also less inclusive. Being a non-traditional
Malay model—and dark-skinned—were her accoutrements to
break into the close-minded society. There were naysayers and
haters, and being judged was a constant. The democratisation in
the modelling industry today warms this fitness advocate’s heart,
who believes that a healthy body should be a part of every person’s
journey towards body acceptance.

SRRI RAMM
Learning to surrender control has been one of the biggest learning
points for this 20-year-old student. “I had to accept and embrace my
hair, my skin and my overall features to realise that I am, indeed,
amazing in my own unique way.” An industry newcomer, Ramm
reiterates the importance of radiating authentic and assured
energy no matter the situation. “Being body positive to me also
means working on both your mental and physical health.”

LUTH SEAH
“I’d like to think that I’m hired for my uniqueness when I’m hired
to model.” The 34-year-old’s confidence in her looks is her way of
challenging the status quo. At times of insecurity, when her looks
or body proportions have been parameters for rejection, Jean
Giraudoux’s quote—“Only the mediocre are always at their best”—
gets this marketing manager in an F&B company firmly back on
track. As does her power ensemble: a Uniqlo shirt dress, which she
pairs with Max.Tan palazzo pants and black ankle boots.
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FATHIMA ZOHRA
“For the longest time I told myself I would love my body if I
didn’t have tummy rolls or stretchmarks. When I was fighting
to stay alive after my accident, however, that was not what I
was thinking about,” shares programme manager and model,
Fathima. Five years on from the life-changing incident, Fathima
is steadily reclaiming her power, one day at a time. Her road to
self-empowerment hasn’t come without its challenges, either.
Fathima alludes to the notion of how people with disabilities are
expected to look, a dated idea she hopes to challenge through
her own love for fashion. “Everyone deserves the right to express
themselves through clothes and how they present themselves to
the world. Disabled bodies deserve that too. I’ve had to fight my
way through being able to express myself without judgement. I
hope that changes soon.” An outfit that makes her feel her best? A
body-hugging crop top and legging combination.

THIS PAGE
Fathima wears top,
leggings and earrings,
stylist’s own
FACING PAGE
Luth wears Burberry
top, apron and skirt
Huda wears Burberry
trench coat and skirt

“Being so new to the
modelling industry and
a part of this cover shoot
for Vogue Singapore is
a triumph for me.”
TARA AYATHAN

Tara wears Tod’s
bralette and briefs;
Louis Vuitton shoes

TARA AYATHAN
“Being so new to the modelling industry and a part of this cover
shoot for Vogue Singapore is a triumph for me,” says Ayathan.
As wide-eyed and full of dreams as any new entrant into the
modelling world would be, Ayathan also knew she didn’t fit the
stereotype, being a plus-sized model. But thanks to her agency,
which was able to see her potential, she has had the opportunity
to work with and be mentored by talented photographers and
industry professionals. Ayathan hopes that her positive experience
will encourage more aspiring plus-sized models or “just people in
general who don’t fit the norm of beauty to have more confidence
in themselves”. As the industry continues to evolve, she hopes that
everyone can dress and express themselves to their full potential
rather than hide behind ill-fitting clothes and styles or conform to
unrealistic standards of beauty.

SHEILA SIM
No stranger to the public eye, Sim entered the modelling industry
at the age of 17, following in the footsteps of her aunt who was a
top model in Hong Kong. Young, nervous and alone in a foreign
country, Sim was consumed with the idea of fitting in and being
accepted in the profession she had chosen. “I would intentionally
do things to be different,” she says. This included an obsession
to be thinner even though she was blessed with an athletic build.
Today, at 38, the model-turned-actress and positive psychology
coach cannot be farther away from toxic pretenses—aided by a
meticulously cultivated self-awareness. Having done her share of
cover shoots and magazine features, Sim says she knows when a
special one comes along—the cover of Vogue Singapore’s ‘Every
Body’ issue is one that she is honoured to be a part of. “It is about
accepting and empowering every individual—regardless of body,
size and age.”

GILBERT DIAMOND
“A well-tailored suit makes me feel like a proper classic gentleman,”
says Diamond. The 27-year-old model and stockbroker has steered
clear of societal prerequisites despite being taunted about his
appearance during his younger days. He does not lean on fashion
to project his personality either. Diamond has also come to realise
that self-love must be “all-encompassing—for the self and, on the
same count, giving”. To him, this cover shoot is an expression of
acceptance—unconditional.

THIS PAGE
Gilbert wears Burberry
earring; sneakers
and socks, his own;
raincoat and briefs,
stylist’s own
FACING PAGE
Sheila wears Fendi
jacket, vest, pants
and belt; earrings,
stylist’s own
Sheila Sim: make-up,
Clarence Lee using
Clé de Peau Beauté
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AIMEE CHENG-BRADSHAW
Being a part of the modelling industry here has been a fruitful
experience for this British-Singaporean model and television
personality—one that added some big-name local and international
campaigns to her portfolio. The 26-year-old has nevertheless had
to contend with stereotypes regarding modelling as a profession
and models as people. “It takes a lot of effort, patience, discipline
and courage in this industry where your face and body is your
work and therefore is also the subject of criticism,” she says.
Challenging the status quo of beauty by showcasing herself as
someone who values a healthy body and mind rather than relying
only on her looks has been key. Being different has meant casting
societal expectations aside, being unapologetically true to herself
and living by her code in life—to attract similar-minded people
who share the same philosophy.

ALLEY TEO

THIS PAGE
Aimee wears Fendi
jacket, vest, bra, pants,
earrings and belt
FACING PAGE
Alley wears jeans and
earrings, stylist’s own
May Yee wears
turtleneck and briefs,
stylist’s own; earrings,
her own
Sara May wears
bralette and briefs,
stylist’s own
Hair, Marc Teng using
Keune Haircosmetics, Grego
using Keune Haircosmetics;
make-up, Dollei Seah, Zhou
Aiyi and Lydia Thong/
Makeup Entourage using
Téviant; set design, Angela
Zhang; photography
assistants, Dennis Er,
Jaron Tay and Joel Fong;
stylist’s assistants, Jasmine
Ashvinkumar and Joey Tan;
creative producer, Vanessa
Caitlin; 1st assistant
director, David Bay.
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“I’ve never seen my work as challenging the status quo of beauty,
because beauty to me is a conversation, not a mandate,” shares the
25-year-old brand consultant and Misc Management face. Citing
the gender binary as an expectation they had to overcome, they
recall a time when looking to gender-fluid models helped them to
feel empowered. “If there is a kid like me out there, I hope being
here today makes them feel that it’s okay to be the way they are. It
makes me feel excited about the possibilities of what beauty can
mean in Singapore.”

LUM MAY YEE
Scouted at the legendary Zouk at 21 years old, the marketing
director and former actress looks back on her time as an
international model—and ultimate ‘90s It girl—with inherent
wisdom. “I was petrified when I started. I did not have a portfolio,
an agency or training. I was also shy and awkward with my body.”
Though Lum exited the industry eight years later, it has left her
with inimitable life lessons. One of which is: “Beauty is nothing if
you don’t have compassion, empathy and kindness.”

SARA MAY GARCIA
To this Colombian-born personal trainer, challenging the status
quo of beauty standards is a daily mission. The 43-year-old former
dancer, who now calls Singapore home, remembers a time when
she was pushed to “look like everyone else”. Today, her training
company thrives on a polar ethos: “I try to teach my clients that
strong is sexy.” As for her personal definition of allure? Her curls.
“My hair to me is the best of both my parents, so I like to show it off.”

“Beauty to me is a conversation, not a mandate.”
ALLEY TEO

MAD HATTERS
Houndstooth, stripes
and plaids, oh my!
Models Xiao Wen Ju
(left) and Xie Chaoyu
make a wonderful
noise in looks from
Chanel and Libertine
hats. Ju wears a
Libertine jacket.

Express
YOURSELF!
Photography XIANGYU LIU
Styling GABRIELLA KAREFA-JOHNSON
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WINNING STREAKS
Ju does a new kind
of line dance in
a Balmain dress;
Emporio Armani skirt;
Esenshel hat; Marc
Jacobs shoes.
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WE’VE GOT YOU
CORNERED
Two captivating
lessons in going to
great lengths for style.
Ju wears a Proenza
Schouler coat; Marni
dress; Marc Jacobs
shoes. Chaoyu wears
a Sunnei top, skirt,
shoes and earring.
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TALL ORDER
Maxi dresses make
maximum (and
surreal) impact as Ju
and Chaoyu flaunt
frocks from Valentino
and Etro. Chaoyu also
wears a Molly Goddard
sweater. Versace shoes
on both.
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ELECTRIC SLIDE
Chaoyu shimmies on
by in a jaunty Fendi
dress and pants; Marc
Jacobs shoes.
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ON THE LEVEL
Chaoyu takes a
Moschino dress, Polo
Ralph Lauren dress and
Versace shoes lying
down, while Ju catches
the tiger by the tail in a
Philosophy di Lorenzo
Serafini top and dress
and Marc Jacobs shoes.

WITH THE FRINGE
ON TOP
Sure, you could save
that operatic topcum-cape from Louis
Vuitton for a grand
night out, but what’s
the harm in letting it
fly for day? Off-White
pants; Joanna Laura
Constantine earrings.
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I WANT CANDY
Done up like 21stcentury Gibson Girls,
Chaoyu and Ju do a
delightful two-step in
dresses from Dior. Marc
Jacobs shoes on both.
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HOLDING PATTERN
Both Ju and Chaoyu give
the straight and narrow
a go in Tory Burch looks.
Chaoyu wears Cynthia
Rowley pants.
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SO LONG
Chaoyu kicks up her
heels—and turns up the
volume—in a Carolina
Herrera dress; Monse
cardigan; Studio One
Eighty Nine hat; Marc
Jacobs shoes.
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GRAPHIC CONTENT
How’s this for statement
dressing? Chaoyu wears
a Marc Jacobs coat,
dress and shoes.
Hair, Isaac Yu; make-up,
Valentina Li; models, Xiao
Wen Ju/IMG and Xie Chaoyu/
Elite; location, Porcelain
House in Tianjin, China.

Photography YELENA YEMCHUK
Styling DANIELA PAUDICE

Emily wears
Bottega Veneta coat;
Chrishabana sunglasses
Tessa wears Loewe
top and pants;
Chrishabana sunglasses
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THE
DISCREET
CHARM
OF
THE
BOURGEOISIE
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THIS PAGE
Givenchy bolero,
tank top, bra, skirt
and clogs
FACING PAGE
Chanel jacket,
bodysuit, skirt,
earrings, necklace,
belt, and bag;
Laura Lombardi
choker; Malone
Souliers pumps
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THIS PAGE
Balenciaga dress;
David Yurman
earrings; Pierre Hardy
sneakers
FACING PAGE
Sacai dress
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THIS PAGE
Valentino jacket
and skirt; Wynono
hat; David Yurman
necklace; Lael
Osness gloves
FACING PAGE
Longchamp dress
(worn as top),
pants and hat; David
Yurman necklace

THIS PAGE
Gucci jacket, vest,
shirt and pants;
David Yurman choker
and necklace
FACING PAGE
Fendi coat and
sandals; Laura
Lombardi bracelets
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Steph wears Dior
dress, earrings
and boots
Emily wears Dior top,
skirt, earrings, ring
and boots
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THIS PAGE
Saint Laurent by
Anthony Vaccarello
jacket, necklace, bag
and bracelets; Lael
Osness gloves
FACING PAGE
Louis Vuitton lace top,
tank top, dress and
heels; Chrishabana
earring (left); David
Yurman earring (right)
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Steph wears Hermès
top and pants; East
Village Hats hat;
Nomasei loafers
Emily wears Salvatore
Ferragamo top
and pants; East Village
Hats hat; Chelsea
Paris loafers
Hair, Jenny Kim/Frank
Reps; make-up, Benjamin
Puckey/The Wall Group
using Clé de Peau Beauté;
fashion production, Michael
McDowell; manicure, Nori/
See Management; casting
director, Anna Jozwiak;
producer, Bo Zhang/
Creative Production Group;
photographer’s assistants,
Ivory Serra and Alex Kalb;
stylist’s assistant, LJ Perez;
hair assistants, Sergio
Estrada and Alexander
Shin; make-up assistant,
Anna Kurihara;
models, Steph Siu/Elite,
Tessa Jean/Identity
and Emily Kasten/Industry.
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Neutral GROUND
Collage PAOLA DCROZ Words CHANDREYEE RAY

Is it possible to love our bodies without always loving the way we look? As the
body positivity movement’s hyper-fixation on beauty grows stifling, Vogue Singapore
turns to the experts to discover a new approach to self-love.
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This story contains
mentions of disordered
eating and body
image issues, and
may be triggering or
disturbing for some.
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hen I contracted COVID-19 and consequently
quarantined for nearly a month in January, the thing
that weighed on me most was not the isolationfatigue my extroverted brain was drowning under.
Neither was it the complete atrophy of my creative muscles that
once allowed me to work and maintain inspiration. Instead, my
heaviest burden was quite literally: weight. I gained a few kilos in
quarantine, and once I noticed it, I couldn’t stop noticing.
This was not my first rodeo with a body image issue, but
it was deeply impactful, quickly burrowing a little hole for itself
into my psyche. Not disrupting my daily function, but ever-present.
It showed itself in the number of times I body-checked during the
day, scrutinising my reflection in every vaguely shiny surface I
came across, suspiciously searching for bloat and the broadening
of my body. Extra softness on my lower belly, more cushion in my
arms. My face was the clearest indicator—my cheeks sagged,
more rounded out than ever. I could feel it in every smile.
I hid these thoughts away for the simple reason that,
beyond self-loathing and a desire to manipulate the size of my
body, I was filled with profound shame. Shame that I had managed
to slip down the ladder of body positivity Lizzo had dragged me
up with each of her hit releases. Shame that the women I preached
self-love to on a daily basis would find out that I was a hypocrite,
stone-walling behind my own insecurities while I told them to
embrace theirs.
TOXIC (BODY) POSITIVITY
As I looked for a way out of this hole I had fallen into, the social
media-saturated mantras of body positivity did the opposite of
help. Love yourself—every part of yourself. Believe that you are
beautiful—every inch of you. As a movement, body positivity is
nice, but it’s a lot of pressure.
It seemed to pull me further down the spiral, especially
when I realised that I didn’t want to dedicate time to falling in
love with my new stretch marks or embracing the extra fat on
my thighs. My main priority was, instead, figuring out how to
spend less time thinking about how my body looked. I had far
more important things to do—I wanted to meet the people I loved,
explore my hometown with new eyes after a period of isolation
and most importantly, sit with myself, content and at peace.
And so, I found the antidote to fix not just the damaged
relationship I had developed with my body, but also the toxic
optimism that body positivity brought with it: body neutrality.
What do you most love about your body? Really think about
it and pick one trait. If you were able to hone in on a utilitarian
feature rather than an aesthetic one, then congratulations—you
are one step closer to achieving body neutrality.
Body neutrality may sound similar to body positivity,
but the most significant distinction between the two is body

neutrality’s reduced emphasis on the aesthetic component of
our bodies. Where body positivity calls for a celebration of every
superficial physical feature—even our perceived flaws—body
neutrality says that you don’t always need to think your body is
beautiful, as long as you are gentle with it.
“To be body neutral is to step away from the judgmental,
appraising eye that we constantly come at ourselves with,” says
registered dietician Nicole Groman. “It is a way for us to treat our
bodies with respect, rather than criticism.”
Think of it this way—while body positivity advocates for
an open-armed embrace of all our physical traits, it still levels an
evaluative, calculating gaze at our bodies. The movement has come
a long way since its genesis in the 1960s, led by predominantly fat
black women who rallied for fat acceptance and liberation. As
with most social movements, the passage of time and social media
have, to an extent, distorted what body positivity stands for.
Scroll through any fat creator’s comments on Tik Tok and
you’ll find them littered with fatphobic comments and backhanded
compliments zoning in on their weight and broadcasting the parts
of their body that need extra, compensatory celebration. Even
Lizzo is not spared from these barrages, going out of her way time
and again to call these backhanded compliments out for what they
are. It is no wonder, then, that on several occasions, the musician
has made it clear that in its current form, body positivity no longer
“protects and uplifts the bodies it was created for and by”.
So here is the verdict—viewing our bodies through a body
positive lens still places immense value on the way we look, and fat
women are still heavily judged for occupying a body that society
considers conventionally unattractive.
Body neutrality, on the other hand, rejects the fixation on
the aesthetics of our body entirely. You don’t need to constantly
love every physical feature on your entity, simply because you
don’t need to be thinking about them in the first place. As Groman
says: “Not only is it unrealistic to love every part of our bodies all
the time, it is also difficult to say ‘I’m going to love my body today’.
What does that look like? How does it actually manifest? Instead,
we ideally want to be working towards a place where our bodies
are not the most celebrated thing about us.”
It sounds nice, but true body neutrality can be difficult to
achieve. In part, this stems from our biological imperative to be
desirable to potential partners, but the most insidious contributor
to the harsh ways we judge our bodies are body trends: the everevolving beauty standards that, today, are most evident across all
social media platforms.
THE BBL EFFECT
If you have heard of the BBL effect, you no doubt know about the
currently trending body type, à la Kim Kardashian and slim-thick
Instagram baddies. This is a body type that focuses on curves, but
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Where body positivity calls for a celebration of every
superficial physical feature—even our perceived flaws—
body neutrality says that you don’t always need to think your
body is beautiful, as long as you are gentle with it.
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important accessory of the season will become a flat, toned
stomach instead of a big, round butt.
Ho comments on the ever-changing, cyclical nature of body
trends: “Beauty standards for women go way back. Think about
the ’20s or the ’30s, with the modern girl or the flapper. These were
also trends that were widely perpetuated—not on social media—
but through women’s magazines and other avenues.”
“It’s really key to remember that throughout the decades,
the ideal body has constantly changed. So if you are trying to
match your body to the current standards, whether those are the
curves of this decade, or the ultra-thin standards of 10 years ago,
remind yourself that these are fleeting trends and they are going to
change before you realise,” adds Groman.
MOVING TOWARDS NEUTRALITY
So, it seems like our bodies will continue to be commodified on
a systemic level—the popular look of the moment may change,
but the pressure to conform to it will not. What can we do, then,
to develop healthier relationships with our bodies and treat them
with kindness?
“While loving your body can sound vague, respecting your
body is action-oriented,” says Groman. “There are tangible things
you can do to show your body grace and respect. One tip is to catch
yourself when you are body checking. If you notice that every time
you walk by a mirror, there is a body part that you check out in a
critical way, make an active effort to reduce the frequency of that.”
Another tip Groman shares is to honour hunger and
fullness. She draws from the principles of intuitive eating, which
simply put, encourages individuals to eat mindfully based on
internal cues rather than external influences. “We can show our
body that we respect it by nourishing it and also by having a healthy
relationship with movement. If you are having a bad body image
day, and now you suddenly want to exercise, notice that that desire
for exercise is coming from a place of punishment.”
Groman suggests neutralising that punitive urge by opting
for movement that genuinely feels good in the moment, like going
for a walk or dancing, rather than forcing yourself through a really
intense workout.
Finally, don’t underestimate the importance of the clothing
you wear. “Clothing is a really big vehicle for either body respect or
punishment. You can show your body respect by putting on a pair
of pants that are comfortable and not too tight. Move aspirational
fashion items out of sight so that you don’t have a constant reminder
in your closet of a body that you’re not currently in. We want to respect
the body that we are in now, not a future body that we don’t have.”

IMAGES: GETTY

only in certain places. Black and brown women have occupied
curvier bodies for years, but it is seldom that these bodies are
celebrated in their untouched state. For you to achieve today’s
beauty standard, you have to have a tiny waist, an ample chest
and a thigh gap alongside a big butt. In short, this is a body type
that rarely exists naturally and is very likely augmented through
surgery or Photoshop.
The most popular of these surgeries is the Brazilian Butt
Lift, also known as the BBL, through which fat is removed from
various parts of the body and then injected back into the buttock.
The BBL is one of the most dangerous cosmetic surgeries in the
world, with risks for complications like fat embolisms rendering
its mortality rate worryingly high. And yet, despite a mounting
number of bad experiences and even deaths, it remains one of the
fastest growing in popularity.
Communications, feminist and queer cultural studies
professor Michelle Ho draws the link between our increased
social media exposure and a heightened pressure to give into body
trends. Essentially, the bodies you see coveted on Instagram are
the ones you will want to emulate.
“Especially if you are a young person in your teens or your
20s, being bombarded with these images on social media every
day can be very influential. It is going to live in your subconscious
mind—that there is this new trend that you need to live up to. Many
studies have shown that social media platforms like Instagram
and TikTok play a role in influencing our conceptions of what an
ideal body looks like.”
The reason why these body trends gain popularity so
quickly, theorises Ho, is because ultimately, they are driven by
profit. “These trends help to sell certain products, whether that’s
a diet supplement or a particular cosmetic procedure. With
influencers who present their bodies in a certain way and adapt to
the beauty trends of the time, they are endorsing certain products
and telling their audience that whatever they are selling would
help their followers achieve this ideal body type.”
The BBL-era may seem incredibly pervasive right now, but
it was not too long ago that the hottest body trend was shedding
fat, not putting it on. Look back to the ’90s and early 2000s and
you’ll notice a few things in common between the pop-culture
icons of the time, namely a washboard stomach and a diminutive
physique. Ultra-thin was in—and this era created a generation of
teens and adults fuelled by disordered eating and diet culture.
And now, with a swell of enthusiasm for the return of Y2K
fashion and beauty trends (low-rise jeans and butterfly clips,
anyone?), anxieties are running high that once again, the most
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Making

SPACE
A return to the home Iman once
shared with her late husband
David Bowie brought back old
memories and spurred a new
creative pursuit: to capture their
romance in a fragrance.
Photography ANNIE LEIBOVITZ
Words CHIOMA NNADI
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STRIKE A
REPOSE
In her open-plan living
room, Iman sits
among paintings she
collected with Bowie.
Clockwise from back,
left: ‘Man Falling
Wearing A Mad-Man
Mask’ (1983) by Derek
Boshier, ‘Replica of
Untitled’ (1984) by
Jean-Michel Basquiat
(by Bowie), ‘Midnight
Ride’ (1963/64) by
Wallace Putnam, and
‘Self Portrait’ (1980) by
Bowie. Iman wears a
Carolina Herrera shirt
and skirt. Fashion
editor: Carlos Nazario.
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“Stacking the towers was a way to honour his memory.”

E

ven on a gloomy afternoon in
mid-August, as heavy storm
clouds hover in the valley below,
the panoramic view of the
Catskill Mountains from Iman’s living
room is stunning. Looking out onto the
verdant landscape through the floor-toceiling windows feels akin to wearing an
enormous pair of binoculars. “Hmm. I’m
not sure that we’ll see the sunset today,”
says Iman, who is seated at her circular
dining room table in front of a laptop. She’s
dressed in a long robe printed with black
and saffron yellow flowers reminiscent
of the black-eyed Susans growing along
a fieldstone wall outside. She pulls up a
gallery of golden-hour images to offer proof
of just what I’m missing. “The sight of the
beautiful sunset would make me cry,” she
says, scrolling through dozens of shots.
“But the crying was more of a, Oh, I wish
you were here. The minute you think, This
is too grey, then, along comes the sun.”
When David Bowie died of liver
cancer on 10 January 2016, at the age of
69, the world mourned the passing of an
icon. An outpouring of grief from his fans
and friends stretched across the globe. But
for Iman, who was all of a sudden without
her husband of 24 years, the pain and loss
were confined to the walls of the home
the couple shared in upstate New York,
just outside Woodstock, where Bowie
finished his final album. “After he was
gone, it was very difficult for me to come
here. I was always sad,” she says, recalling
her last significant memory with Bowie
at the house: a Thanksgiving gathering
with their then teenage daughter, Lexi,
now 20; his son from a previous marriage,
Duncan Jones; and Jones’s wife, Rodene.
“I would come maybe six days out of the
year. And every time I came, I couldn’t
wait to leave,” adds Iman. But in March
2020, she piled into the car outside her
apartment in the West Village with model
and activist Bethann Hardison, her longtime friend, and decamped for the country.
As lockdown stretched on and her days
upstate became weeks, then months, she
was overcome by feelings of unresolved
grief. “Being here meant I couldn’t escape
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how I felt. I had to sit with my grief, confront
it, go through it. And that’s what this place
did for me. It literally saved me.”
The supermodel and beauty
entrepreneur has been on a private path
toward emotional recovery ever since. As
we stroll along her front lawn, Iman pauses
to show me several small stone columns
nestled among the trees. “David would
always say that in ancient times, these
towers were used for navigation to let people
know they were on the right track,” she
explains of the handmade formations—or
cairns, as they are known in Scottish Gaelic.
“Stacking them on my walks became this
very calming ritual each day. It was a way to
honour his memory, but also a reminder that
I was in the right place, that this,” she says,
pausing, “was my right space.” They also
inspired Iman’s proudest bout of pandemic
productivity: an amber glass bottle crafted
in the shape of a cairn and filled with her first
fragrance, a love letter to her relationship
with Bowie. “I’ve been asked to write about
David and our love so many times. But my
favourite autobiographer is the one who
tells it all. I’m not going to tell you all,” she
says, adjusting the tiny gold necklace that
bears her late husband’s first name. “And so,
this is my way.”
Much of Iman and Bowie’s epic
romance has been endlessly mythologised.
Both extraordinary and almost otherworldly
in their own right, the two of them seemed

ROCK
SOLID
Building symbolic
stone towers on
the property during
lockdown helped
Iman honour her
late husband—and
inspired her
fragrance’s amber
glass flacon.

destined to cross paths. Bowie swore it was
love at first sight when he was introduced
to Iman by a mutual friend in 1990, and the
courtship that followed was the stuff of
celebrity fairy tale. When he proposed a
year later, Bowie rented a boat on the river
Seine in Paris, secretly arranging for the
lights on each bridge to go up as they drifted
by. Iman remembers every last detail
from their wedding day in the summer of
1992, too—an intimate ceremony held at
a church in Florence that was followed
by a reception at a 16th-century Medici
mansion—including the spritzes of Robert
Piguet’s Fracas that she wore. “I don’t
cheat on my fragrances,” says the 66-yearold, whose staggering beauty is still
almost heart-stopping in person. “Scent is
such an emotional thing, so when it came
to making my first one, it had to be right.”
Called Love Memoir, the eau de
parfum blends notes that read like a chapter
in Iman and Bowie’s life together. Vetiver,
the zesty scent that he wore the day they
met and every day after, is balanced with
hints of bergamot and blackberry, which
bring to mind the Italian countryside where
they were married. “Florence was on my
mind so much throughout the process of
formulating the fragrance because the
sunset upstate reminded me of the times
we spent in Tuscany,” says Iman, who
undertook the project with Calvin Klein
alum and Batallure Beauty co-founder

IN HER
ELEMENT
Iman wears a
Roksanda dress.

LIFE’S A
BEACH
The iconic image of
Iman and Bowie
stealing a kiss on the
Cape Town coast is
one of the first
things you see upon
entering the couple’s
upstate home.
Photographed by
Bruce Weber for
Vogue, 1995.

BOSHIER: 2021 ARTISTS RIGHTS SOCIETY, NEW YORK.

Hair, Ursula Stephen;
make-up, Keita Moore;
set design, Mary
Howard Studio.

Robin Burns-McNeill. “All the memories
came flooding back,” she continues,
noting that the packaging is printed with
a sunset scene she painted herself. There’s
a trace of rose as well, a tribute to Bowie’s
British heritage. “He always wanted to go
back to England. So when we came here,
I made sure that there was a feeling of
England—for example, nothing about the
garden is too structured.”
Situated on 20 hectares, the
property was a hidden gem when Iman
came across it in 2011. Bowie had fallen
for Woodstock while recording his 22nd
studio album, Heathen (2002), at nearby
Allaire Studios, and the location ticked
all the right boxes for the famously lowkey couple: a short drive from town, it was
accessible while being suitably secluded
and could function as both a creative
retreat and entertainment space for their
family and friends, several of whom
had already moved upstate. Bowie was
particularly enchanted by the forest of
ethereal white birch trees—his favourite
tree, says Iman—that encircled the
unassuming, ’70s-era shed-roof house.
“They intended for it to be their forever
home, the place that they would be in when
they were old and grey,” says Hardison,
who has a house close by.
Filled with an eclectic mix of fine
art, antiques and artefacts from all over

the world, the building itself—a sleek,
split-level, wood-panelled structure that’s
painted black—echoes the story of a
couple perfectly in sync. The famous Vogue
portrait shot by Bruce Weber of Iman and
Bowie stealing a kiss on the beach in Cape
Town is one of the first things you see
when you walk through an impressive set
of ruby red double-front doors and into the
open-plan living room, where two elegant
West African stools, sourced in Senegal,
stand back to back—one carved with the
face of a king, the other a queen. On top
of the kitchen cabinets, there is a row of
glazed earthenware pots from Bali, where

the couple honeymooned for a month. “To
see two people who were creatively on
the same page is so very rare,” says Thom
Filicia, the interior designer who worked
with Iman and Bowie on renovating and
decorating the space. “It was never at all
about being flashy. The choices they made
were always evocative and interesting and
dynamic and thoughtful.”
On a low ebony coffee table,
pieces from Bowie’s Memphis Group
design collection—including two blackand-white Ettore Sottsass vases—sit in
conversation with the painterly silhouette
of a Kara Walker ceramic jug, hinting at
a recurrent theme throughout the house:
the notion of two halves coming together
to create an exquisitely formed whole. A
pair of life-sized face sculptures resting on
a cabinet are uncanny. Nearly identical in
their symmetrical beauty, one is a mould
that Bowie had made of his face, cast in
resin, and the other is of his wife’s, cast in
pewter. “I was never that person who would
say, ‘Oh, he is with me’, but his presence is
definitely here,” says Iman, opening the
terrace doors to let in the mountain air.
“At night, when it gets dark, you just see
the white limbs of the birch trees. There is
something kind of spiritual and magical
because it looks like they’re soldiers, like
you’re being looked after,” she continues.
“And that’s when I think, Yes, he’s here.”
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WOMAN IN THE DUNES
Hoyeon grew up a
self-described ‘tomboy’
who loved exploring the
outdoors. She wears
Acne Studios jacket;
Givenchy skirt;
Loewe shoe.
Fashion editor:
Alex Harrington.

The
NEXT LEVEL
Squid Game made model-actor Hoyeon Jung an
instant phenomenon. Monica Kim steps inside
the whirlwind with the heart-on-her-sleeve megastar.
Photography HARLEY WEIR
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hen Hoyeon Jung landed in America for the first
time in nearly a year, she noticed that something
in the air had changed. A kind of charge seemed
to hover around the South Korean model turned
actor, once known for her incandescent red hair, now famed for
her role as a brooding North Korean defector in the Netflix hit Squid
Game. She stepped briskly through the Los Angeles International
Airport terminal to the immigration desk where a delighted officer
promptly asked for her autograph.
A few days later she sat down to breakfast at the Beverly
Hills Hotel, ensconced in a striped banquette, casual in jeans and
a blue Henley, dark hair hastily pulled into a low ponytail. No one
paid her any mind—this was the Polo Lounge after all—but then,
the maître d’ slid a frothy latte in front of her. Peering up from the
cup was Kang Sae-byeok, her Squid Game character, realistically
rendered in milk foam.
“Sae-byeok-y coffee, isn’t that crazy? My entire life changed
in just one month,” she tells me days later, now in New York. As we
talk she switches fluidly between Korean and English, which she
speaks with a lovely lilt and cheerful affect. It’s hard to overstate
the phenomenon of Squid Game—a dystopian survivalist series
that overtook the culture last autumn, watched by some 142 million
households in its first four weeks. (It became Netflix’s most-viewed
series of all time.) Among a cast of established South Korean stars,
the 27-year-old quickly emerged as the breakout.
Overnight success isn’t new, but Hoyeon’s vertiginous
climb feels of the moment. Within three weeks she watched her
Instagram follower count rise from 400,000 to 15 million; as of this
writing, she sits at a comfortable 23.8 million—the most-followed
Korean actress in the world. And her name has earned 3.5 billion
views on TikTok, in an endless stream of fan-made clips and
memes. She describes visiting Los Angeles in a state of stunned
amazement, lunching with a string of Hollywood agents desperate
to court her, and rubbing elbows at a Los Angeles County Museum
of Art gala in a cascading Louis Vuitton gown with stars she was
excited to meet, like Awkwafina and Lil Nas X.
It’s happy-making. She’s thrilled by it all—and thrilled to be
back in New York, where she lived for almost four years as a model.
When we meet in the lobby of the Soho Grand, she bounds down
the stairs and wraps me in a hug. We talk about when we last saw
each other. Was it Paris at the Jacquemus show in February 2019,
when I was still an editor at Vogue and she walked the runway in a
plunging lapis lazuli number? Or was it here in the city—which she
left in a hurry for a Squid Game callback just as COVID descended in
2020? “I didn’t even have time to pack my things,” she remembers.
“I had to leave my Balmuda oven and a brand-new naembi.” I tease
her for lamenting the loss of a US$5 aluminium pot—a world-class
actor being sad about an unused naembi—and she laughs. “Oh, but
I’ve only been world-class for a month,” she says. “Maybe after one
year, it will change.”
It’s evening, about 7pm, and she’s wearing wide vintage
jeans from Copenhagen and a long leather blazer, also secondhand from a flea market in Seoul, with black sneakers and a Louis
Vuitton backpack. Her hair is tied in an unfussy half-knot, still
tousled from the flight. Tomorrow she will present at the Council
of Fashion Designers of America (CFDA) Fashion Awards; tonight
we’re due uptown for dinner at Atoboy, the dernier cri of Korean

American cooking, where we’ll be joined by her dear friend and
stylist Aeri Yun. “Lately I haven’t had much time to eat or sleep,
but you promised you’d buy me something delicious today,” she
says, singsong.
I call a car, a jet-black Suburban that pulls up to the kerb,
and we roll the windows down, though it’s early November and
brisk. As we start to catch up, the driver halts at a red light on Sixth
Avenue, and horns sound off impatiently around us. The driver
and I grimace, but Hoyeon gleefully throws her arms in the air,
eager to embrace the chaos of her former home.
“This is New York!” she shouts, smiling through her face
mask. “I love it so much. Really. So much.”
The second of three daughters, Hoyeon was born in Seoul
and raised on the outskirts, in the hamlet of Myeonmok-dong,
in a household of women. For the last decade, her father has
run a 24-hour roadside diner called Oori Nara, or Our Country
(typically searched on Naver, South Korea’s Google, as “Squid
Game Hoyeon’s family restaurant”). He serves steaming mounds
of rice and bone-broth stews swimming with rings of green onion
and flakes of gochugaru, a spice that she loves. It’s from him that
Hoyeon inherited her own love of cooking, carefully re-creating
her favourite family dishes as though casting a line toward home.
Always independent, Hoyeon grew up a self-described
tomboy who adored exploring the mountains and valleys and
streams to the east of Seoul. She still prefers to drive in that
direction, away from the glimmering capital, to the coastal
town of Gangneung, surrounded by towering pines, which she
affectionately refers to as soondubu, or soft tofu, heaven. “Cute
places are great, but you can see them in any city,” she says.
“Personally, I like to go a little more traditional and grungy—where
the food is so delicious.”
As a girl, she “didn’t have any interest in modelling or
fashion”, she confesses. “But I was tall”—she’s 1.8m—“and people
on the street would tell me to be a model, so I thought, Why not
try it? I’ve always been ambitious. I liked the challenge and kept
wanting to go to the next level.” Still living at home, she took herself
to castings before signing with a leading Seoul agency and landing
on Korea’s Next Top Model, at age 19—a programme that launched
the country’s most-famous faces. She placed second, which was
a kind of baptism by fire. “I searched my name every day, and I
read all the comments, one by one,” she says, a bit sheepish. “Even
if eight people loved me and only two people hated me, I always
cried, at home alone.” The criticism felt personal; it still does.
“Even now, I struggle with low self-esteem.”
Nevertheless, she found the tenacity to press on and
rose through the ranks, becoming a favourite of Korean editors.
I first met Hoyeon six years ago on an abandoned Seoul rooftop
in the industrial neighbourhood of Euljiro, where a local fashion
show was taking place. She had a powerful walk and features so
impossibly fine that I was reminded of a baby bird. We sat down for
a coffee that week, and I remember that she wore black Lemaire
pants that accentuated her long legs and a striped robe coat
cinched tightly around her waist. She had a lively and frank way
of speaking, always laughing and gesturing with her hands, and
an infectious smile.
Only six months later she would sign with New York
modelling agency The Society, dye her hair the brilliant shade
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of vermilion that would become her signature, and move into a
Koreatown studio on 34th Street that she kept spotlessly clean.
It was her first time living away from home. “I paid US$1,500 a
month for this tiny space,” she recalls. “The sun never came in and
there was no closet, so I kept my clothes on a rack.”
But the city suited her. It was here that she began to find
peace with the imperfections that had been picked apart by the
public. “Growing up, I thought I had so many shortcomings, and
I always thought that I had to fix them,” she says. “New York was
the first place that told me that they were okay. I remember being
so moved.”
It was during her first Fashion Week in Paris, in 2016, that
she caught the eye of Nicolas Ghesquière, Louis Vuitton artistic
director of women’s collections. “I remember the first thing that
struck me was her smile,” he tells me over the phone from Los
Angeles. “I remember she had flamboyant red hair, of course a
gorgeous silhouette, and such an elegant way of moving. Off of the
walk, we already knew she was in—as we say.”
Ghesquière held her as an exclusive, which meant Hoyeon
spent 10 days anxiously pacing Place Vendôme, unsure if the
fittings would amount to anything, until the day she stepped down
the brutalist halls of the then unfinished Rue Saint-Honoré flagship
in a liquid black leather dress and became, in that moment, one
of her country’s top models. She was 22 and would go on to shoot
with Juergen Teller and Tim Walker and campaigns for Vuitton,
Marc Jacobs and Chanel.
“We were drawn to her energy, her professionalism, and,
of course her personality,” Ghesquière says. “Hoyeon was so very
special. She was super generous and friendly. We all fell in love
with her.”
Atoboy is filled with a young crowd, half Korean and half
not, who have made reservations weeks in advance, and their
post-work chatter creates a pleasant din. The co-owner, Ellia
Park, a 30-something entrepreneur who came from South Korea
and opened Atoboy in 2016 with her chef-husband, Junghyun
Park, escorts us to the back and leaves three empty tables to form
a barricade.
Without a stitch of make-up, Hoyeon’s skin gleams like
the inside of an abalone shell. Only the shadows beneath her eyes
suggest how little she has slept the past month. “This is the first
time I’ve been able to rest since the show came out. But you know,”
she says with a coy smile, “I’ve never been the resting type.” The
kitchen sends a large group of dishes—the first a soupçon of smoky
tofu mousse between two crisp squares of seaweed. Hoyeon pops
one in her mouth, chasing it with a sip of a dry sparkling Riesling
from the Finger Lakes.
The last time she walked a runway was December 2019 at
Moschino’s Metropolitan Transportation Authority subway-set
show. It’s a bittersweet memory, as she’d begun to see her career
crest and fall, as so many models do. There were fewer castings,
fewer callbacks, fewer shows. “That was the most painful thing,”
she remembers. “When I started modelling overseas, I did well
from the get-go, didn’t I? But as time went on, I had fewer and fewer
jobs; the brands I had been working with didn’t want me anymore.
I had so many worries because of it. Who am I? I worried about that
so much.”
She spent her free time with Yun and Yun’s son, Phillip,
now eight, who became her close friends and surrogate family.
They had rescued her from her sunless K-town studio and placed
her in an airy apartment in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, next to their
own home. Hoyeon would pick up Phillip from school, walking
alongside him on his scooter, and read books to him out loud until
he fell asleep. Without work to distract her, she studied whatever
she could, taking classes at studios in New York, or Seoul, which
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she visited on rare occasion. “English, martial arts, yoga, acting,”
she ticks them off on her fingers. “In my free time I’m always
taking classes.”
On the road, she restlessly awaited her next job. “Netflix
was my best friend at that time,” she says. Streaming became
a form of self-education and a balm for loneliness. The first
film to reel her in was Noah Baumbach’s Frances Ha, then Denis
Villeneuve’s Incendies and Michel Gondry’s Eternal Sunshine of the
Spotless Mind. She fell for the work of Greta Gerwig, Paul Thomas
Anderson, Christopher Nolan, Alfonso Cuarón, directors who
matched her cerebral taste for authors like Han Kang and painters
like Egon Schiele and Martha Jungwirth. Lying alone in hotel
rooms, in planes and trains, face lit by the glow of her computer
screen, she found herself absorbed by the figures dancing
across it.
“Looking back,” she says, “if not for those quiet and lonely
times, I don’t know that I would have ever dreamed of acting.”
When Hoyeon exchanged her Korean modelling agency for
an acting agency in January 2020, the news registered as a blip.
Her parents worried over the sudden switch, but having watched
their daughter’s speedy ascent through the fashion world, trusted
her call. “They thought it would happen [for me] one day if I worked
hard enough,” she says.
At the same time, in an unmarked production office in
Hapjeong-dong, Seoul, Hwang Dong-hyuk was on edge. The
50-year-old South Korean writer-director, best known for his work
in feature films, had spent more than three months casting for
Squid Game, a battle royale-style TV thriller and passion project
10 years in the making, and still had not found anyone to play the
lead female role of the “hard, cold, strong, but vulnerable” Kang
Sae-byeok. “I was hoping for someone fresh, with a different
aura,” Hwang says. “I was searching for a kind of actor I had never
seen before.”
Then, at the last moment, a video file arrived. Cueing it up
on his computer, Hwang watched Hoyeon bare-faced, in a whitewalled apartment, reading three scenes as Sae-byeok. She had
filmed the clip herself, after receiving the script and staying up
past 2am to devour it in one sitting. “I immediately felt the shape of
the Sae-byeok I had imagined,” Hwang says.
Within a week, Hoyeon had flown back to Seoul and won
the part. Two months later she walked into her first official table
reading, all nerves. Hwang had found an impressive cast, led
by Lee Jung-jae, a Korean cinema legend; Hoyeon was the only
newcomer. “At first, we couldn’t hear her at the reading,” he recalls,
laughing fondly. But he knew her potential.
“It’s her warmness,” Ghesquière says, an affirmation
echoed by actor Park Hae-soo, who plays Cho Sang-woo, Squid
Game’s Machiavellian businessman who betrays Sae-byeok. “At
first, she shared her acting-related concerns with me,” he says,
“but she expressed herself so openly that, toward the end, I found
myself leaning on her and confessing my own worries. In a word,
we became gganbu,” he says, using the term made famous by Squid
Game. “Like a real brother and sister.”
“It’s one of the biggest goals of my life,” Hoyeon begins,
“having friends.” She laughs, hearing the words said aloud, but
stands by them. After spending so much of her 20s isolated,
floating from one country to the next, it is human connection that
she craves. “I don’t think I’m a particularly strong person, but if I
have good people by me, I can do what I do.”
Our main course is a heap of custardy sea urchin on a bed
of steamed egg pudding. Yun appears just in time, and Hoyeon’s
face lights up. There is palpable warmth to their relationship.
“Every single person I’ve run into has said to me how happy they
are for Hoyeon, sincerely,” Yun says, tucking into steamed halibut.
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“Everyone likes her. They always say jal sa-rat-da, she must have
lived well.” (“That to me is the biggest compliment,” Hoyeon cuts
in, of the common Korean phrase.)
But she herself is far from satisfied. Once Hoyeon had
wrapped her Squid Game scenes last November, before the show
launched, she went to a handful of auditions and failed to land most
of the roles. Yet as always, she picked herself up—went to English
classes and pored over English scripts, practising her diction. She
took voice training lessons, having admired the enunciation and
breath control of her co-stars on set. Then Squid Game came out
and everything changed.
“The feeling, there’s a limit to what words can express,”
Hoyeon says of becoming absurdly famous in a span of days. She
says she lost 3.6kg—hard as that is to believe. “I don’t know why,
but I couldn’t eat. I was so confused, and it was so chaotic. I didn’t
believe it. I didn’t trust it.” Her family, with whom she was “too
embarrassed” to watch Squid Game, kept her feeling grounded.
“My mum did joke that my acting was very realistic, like when I’m
being mean to her,” she says with a laugh. “My younger sister never
really took an interest in my career. She just thinks of me as her
older sibling, so when she told me that my acting was ‘not that bad’
in Squid Game, I was quite surprised.”
She began thinking of the lows of her career differently. It
was when she worked the hardest: learning English, training her
posture and voice, broadening her world view through art and film.
“Getting farther away from other people’s gaze let me find what I
wanted again and gave me time to study it,” she says. “What’s
important in life is not when your career is up, but when your
career is down and how you spend that time. That’s something
I learnt.”
Ellia returns to our table and joins us—she’s a mutual
friend of Yun’s and a fan of Hoyeon’s—and the conversation
turns to the current yen for all things Korean: the Parks’ second
fine-dining venture, Atomix, two blocks away, has just made the
World’s 50 Best Restaurants list. The best-picture Oscar for Bong
Joon-ho’s Parasite comes up, as does BTS’s ongoing reign as the
biggest recording act in the world. “I have always wanted to go to
Hollywood and to act in America, and I still do,” Hoyeon says. “But
Squid Game changed my mindset. It doesn’t have to be an American
movie or a European movie, it’s the story and the message that are
more important.”
“Something Bong Joon-ho said at the Oscars that he
attributed to [Martin] Scorsese was ‘the most personal is the most
creative’ and that left a deep impression on me,” she goes on. “Who
am I? Who are we as human beings and a society? These are the
worries I need to have to do this job. But it’s so much fun.”
It’s just past 11pm when we return to the hotel and head up
to the 15th floor, where Hoyeon is due for a fitting in her room. Her
bags are placed neatly in a row by the bed, half-opened. The only
thing out of place is a half-drunk coffee on the desk and another
demitasse on the windowsill. The tailor arrives, and Yun produces
a floor-length Louis Vuitton black linen gown, slightly monastic,
from Ghesquière’s spring 2022 collection. Hoyeon puts it on in the
bathroom and studies herself before the glass.
“This looks good. So Dune,” she says. She tugs the cowl
up and around her face, carefully considering the cut with Yun
hovering by her side. They decide to remove the hood and bring the
hem up a few centimetres to show a sliver of skin. It looks younger,
cooler, more of the moment.
Past midnight, Hoyeon is still fielding texts from friends,
her family, and contacts from her many agencies. She is
astonishingly self-sufficient, answering all the queries herself.
Noting the open-toed sandals she will wear to the CFDAs, she has
begun sussing out nail artists to confirm on short notice. “It’s from

working for so long,” she says, one phone in her hand, the other on
her lap. “Taking myself to castings and fittings, going to shoots.
But unnie,” she says, using the Korean term of endearment, “my
schedule has been really insane.”
Yun puts on a jazz radio station that Hoyeon loved from her
time in New York. She sits comfortably, cross-legged and barefoot
by the bed. We sip our wine and talk about her future plans (newly
signed to Creative Artists Agency, she’s contemplating a move to
Los Angeles), the upcoming awards season (Squid Game had three
Golden Globe nominations, winning one of them, in January), and
the likelihood Sae-byeok will return in Squid Game season two,
which is in a state of pre-preproduction. “I keep saying to do it like
Penthouse,” Hoyeon jokes, referencing the popular Korean soap
opera, where deceased characters routinely came back to life.
“I want to dye my hair like in Eternal Sunshine,” she declares.
“But crazier. Purple? It’s my favourite colour. You can write that:
please give me a character that dyes her hair purple.”
There’s a Korean word, yeol-shim, which means something
like diligence. To work yeol-shim-hi is to work diligently, to work
hard. But the translation, as so often occurs with Korean, is lacking.
Yeol comes from the Chinese character for fire, hot, burning. Shim
is from the heart, the soul, the inner self. So to work hard in Korean
is more correctly said to work with a burning heart, a fiery soul. It
sounds melodramatic in English, but in South Korea it’s the most
common of phrases. “I just want to live yeol-shim-hi,” she had told
me just earlier that night.
If there’s one word I would choose to describe Hoyeon, it is
yeol-shim. She exemplifies the trait Koreans pride themselves most
on. To work hard, to put your heart and soul into everything, until
it feels as though you might explode.
The next afternoon, we are on our way to the Seagram
Building, and Hoyeon, recharged from an early lunch at Locanda
Verde, is practising her presentation for the CFDA Award for
American emerging designer of the year. Hunched over a piece
of loose leaf, she writes down the correct pronunciation of
each designer’s name in tiny immaculate script. “You know in
Hollywood the media never pronounce my name right?” she
says, playfully. (Too often they change the soft ‘yuhn’ for an
awkward ‘yoon’.)
We arrive, circling the building for the correct entrance,
and Hoyeon squeezes my shoulders, singing my name, “Mon-ica”, in three lilting syllables, with none of the hauteur of a newly
minted celebrity. “Ho-yeon-ah,” I reply. If she is nervous, she
doesn’t show it. She strides into the room, ahead of her two agents,
and introduces herself to the event staff. The organiser takes her
through her motions for tonight. “Would you like to run through
the actual thing?” she asks, expecting a polite refusal. But Hoyeon,
diligent, asks to go through it once to make sure she gets it right.
“And the winner is…” she pauses for dramatic effect, then
throws her hands in the air and shouts, “Hoyeon Jung!” The room
erupts in laughter, staff pausing with white orchids in their hands,
and she leaves the podium with a triumphant grin.
There are three paparazzi waiting outside, standing
timidly by the step-and-repeat. A man in a red Supreme cap asks if
he can take a photograph, which Hoyeon’s agent politely declines.
Then he puts his camera down and takes out his phone. “Might we
be able to take a selfie?” he asks in Korean. Hoyeon walks over with
a smile and flashes the V sign, for victory.
We hug one last time and make a promise to see each other
soon. Hoyeon, an earnest look on her face, says that we’ll go to her
favourite spot in Seoul, a hole-in-the-wall where they drizzle freshcaught scallops with truffle oil. And unlike most people, whose
words blow away with the wind, I know that she means it from the
bottom of her burning heart.
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ARTISTin RESIDENCE
Continuing from pages 36 and 37, Ng See Min’s completed jagua tattoo
for Vogue Singapore is a reminder that the journey of self-love is an ongoing one.

Scan the QR code to
see the making of
‘Coming Home to Yourself’.

“It doesn’t matter whether you get a
temporary or a permanent tattoo, the design
just brings out what is within.”
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BODY MODEL, VANESSA CAITLIN. HAIR AND MAKE-UP:
ANGEL GWEE USING CHANEL BEAUTY AND DAVINES.
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itled ‘Coming Home to Yourself’,
Ng See Min’s finished jagua
tattoo is an expansion of this
issue’s theme of ‘Every Body’. The
completed piece features a dismembered
portrayal of Aphrodite, the goddess of
beauty and love, as a reflection of how
the path to self-love and acceptance is
not always smooth sailing. The artwork
may be fleeting—jagua tattoos typically
fade after two weeks—but the intentions
behind it remain. “It has never been about
the artwork,” Ng adds. “We search for
places and material things that can give us
love, but ultimately self-love has to come
from yourself. It doesn’t matter whether
you get a temporary or a permanent tattoo,
the design just brings out what is within.”

